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A note on language of publication
I would be remiss not to address the issue of my decision to publish in written English to
complete a degree related to “communication equity”. It is no secret that formal academic
writing disenfranchises many. So too does publishing a work in a single language. Two main
factors influenced the decision to publish in written English. First, because this work revolves
around DeafBlind communities, publishing in English allows remote electronic access for
DeafBlind people who utilize Braille displays, screen reading software, or other forms of
assistive technology. Secondly, this document’s main function is to partially satisfy the
requirements to earn a graduate degree. While I gladly share the information contained in the
following pages, I recognize that it is not optimally design for all stakeholders to access. In
alignment with Action Research philosophy (Stringer, 2014), I intend to share research results in
modes that are culturally appropriate and in languages that maximize the potential for
understanding. As I have learned throughout the MAISCE program, with equity, rarely are things
“either/or”, but more likely “both and…”.
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COVID-19 Acknowledgment
Near the end of 2019, the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) began its spread
worldwide and has significantly impacted the way people live their lives. In an attempt to slow
the spread of the deadly disease, the Michigan government, like many other governments
worldwide, closed all non-essential businesses, ordered public schools to operate virtually, and
issued “stay-at-home” orders. While these changes impacted the data collection phase of this
research, perspective is not lost on the researcher. To date, over 5,790 Michiganders1 and
440,290 people worldwide2 have died due to COVID-19. My thoughts are with those people and
their families. They are also with the DeafBlind communities who have been and will likely
continue to be significantly impacted not only by COVID-19 but the practices that have been put
in place to limit interpersonal contact. For some DeafBlind communities, interaction with the
world and the people in it occurs through physical touch. Intentional consideration will be
needed moving forward to navigate public health concerns and people’s human right to tactile
ontologies.
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Abstract
Through an electronic survey and individual ethnographic interviews, this sociological study
examines trends between qualified interpreters in Michigan who do and do not work with
DeafBlind people. In addition, DeafBlind Michiganders were interviewed in order to provide
crucial insight into the current status of interpreting service provision. Results cover
demographic trends, motivations and barriers of interpreters, gaps in skills/knowledge, the
supply and demand of interpreters, as well as physical and mental demands of the work. The
impact of the unique Michigan regulatory condition, known as the DeafBlind endorsement, is
discussed as a potential barrier. Findings can then be used in policy making, training
development, and recruitment of interpreters to work with DeafBlind people.

Keywords: DeafBlind, interpreter, endorsement, Michigan
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Chapter 1: Introduction
According to public information, there is only a small subset of legally qualified
interpreters in Michigan able to work with DeafBlind3 people. Of the 6834 interpreters that meet
the legal definition of “qualified", only 109 hold the additional endorsement required to interpret
with DeafBlind consumers (Mich. Comp. Laws, 1983, Michigan Department of Licensing and
Regulatory Affairs (LARA) (2020). When considering those who are legally able to interpret for
DeafBlind individuals in legal settings (e.g. court, police interactions, forensic evaluations,
children’s protective services, prison) the number of qualified interpreters drops to seventeen for
the entire state (LARA, 2020). To exacerbate the issue, it is standard practice for interpreters
working with DeafBlind consumers to more frequently work in teams of two or more, thus
increasing the demand for qualified interpreters in this area (RID, 2007). Limited number and
range of interpreters able to work with DeafBlind consumers negatively impacts consumers’
access to effective communication. Appointments may be postponed or rescheduled due to
unavailability of interpreters. Consumers may be limited to only a few interpreters in their area
who may not possess technical or cultural knowledge important to that specific DeafBlind
individual. A DeafBlind computer programmer will need interpreters well versed in technical
terms and mathematics. DeafBlind individuals of color may have limited access to interpreters of
color or individuals who share their specific cultural knowledge. DeafBlind members of the
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, intersex and asexual (LGBTQIA) community may

3

“(c) "Deaf-blind person" means a person who has a combination of hearing loss and vision loss, such that
the combination necessitates specialized interpretation of spoken and written information in a manner
appropriate to that person's dual sensory loss.” (Mich. Comp. Laws §393.501 - 393.509, 1982) The current
convention within the Michigan DeafBlind community is to use the spelling “DeafBlind”
4
This number represents qualified interpreters who explicitly list their home residence in the state of Michigan as
well as qualified interpreters who have elected not to list an address of any kind. An additional 143 interpreters were
listed as qualified to work in Michigan but whose primary residence was a state other than Michigan. These figures
were taken from the Michigan Online Interpreter System on April 20, 2020.
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prefer interpreters who also identify as LGBTQIA to best facilitate authentic communication.
These examples illustrate the importance of having a substantial and diverse pool of interpreters
qualified to work within the DeafBlind community.
The following research is a sociological examination of the current state of the
specialization of interpreting with DeafBlind individuals in Michigan. This includes identifying
demographic trends, barriers to specialization entry, and gaps in skills/knowledge among
working interpreters. The information shared here can be used in policy making, training
development, and recruitment of interpreters within the specialty of DeafBlind interpreting.
While there is a history of anecdotal narratives explaining potential factors for the low ratio of
interpreters who work with DeafBlind people, there is sparse research-based work regarding this
question (Galeota, 1997, Jacobs, 1997). The sole exception is the recent work of the DeafBlind
Interpreting National Training and Resource Center (DBI). In 2018, DBI published the results of
a nationwide survey and needs assessment. Included were a pair of questions centered on
interpreters who do not currently work with DeafBlind consumers (DBI, 2018). While these
limited results provided some foundation for the line of inquiry in this research, limitations to the
DBI study left a lot of opportunity for deeper exploration into these issues. As one point of
departure, this study has a much narrower scope in order to allow Michigan specific factors to
come into focus. General factors such as lack of formal training, limited access to employment
opportunities, or no interest in the field were also explored. As is the goal of action research
(Stringer, 2014), greater understanding of factors that impact interpreters’ decision to abstain
from working with DeafBlind individuals allow stakeholders to better devise actionable items to
address the issue of a limited pool of interpreters.
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Definition of “qualified interpreter”
For the purposes of this research, Michigan’s statutory definition of “qualified
interpreter” is used. As stated in Michigan’s Deaf Persons’ Interpreter Act, a qualified interpreter
is, “a person who is certified through the national registry of interpreters for the deaf or certified
through the state by the division” (Mich. Comp. Laws, 1982). However, simply holding a
credential from the national Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID) or through the state
department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA), still does not completely satisfy an
individual’s obligations to be considered a qualified interpreter. Additional administrative rules
outline the necessary fees, continuing education, and minimum standards of practice to which an
individual must adhere. One such requirement is registering your credential with the State and
being “listed” on a public registry maintained by LARA (Mich. Administrative Code, 2014). The
listing has now taken the form of a searchable online database called the “Michigan Online
Interpreter System” (MOIS). Only individuals appearing within this system meet all the
requirements of being a “qualified interpreter” and are able to work in Michigan. Fortunately for
the researcher, the majority of the listings include a qualified interpreter’s contact information. It
is for that reason this research has used MOIS as the primary mode of participant requirement in
order to target only legally qualified interpreters.
To complicate the matter, in Michigan, being “qualified” alone, does not permit one to
work with DeafBlind consumers. In an attempt to increase the quality of service provision,
Michigan administrative rules require individuals working with DeafBlind consumers to hold a
“DeafBlind endorsement.” This requires qualified interpreters to complete no less than 0.8 (8
clock hours) continuing education units (CEUs) in the subject area of “deafblindness, deaf
persons with low vision, and interpreting as it relates to the needs of this population for
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endorsement involving a deafblind or deaf low-vision persons” during a reoccurring four-year
cycle (Mich. Administrative Code, 2014, p. 13). Proof of these CEUs are submitted to LARA
through a two-page application and accompanied by a ten-dollar endorsement fee (Michigan
Bureau of Professional Licensing, 2018). Due to the additional requirement of the DeafBlind
endorsement, the researcher, through the use of MOIS, was able to identify those qualified
interpreters who can and cannot interpreter for DeafBlind consumers in Michigan. In fact, part of
the research examined as to whether the endorsement process itself is a factor in interpreters’
decision to abstain for working with DeafBlind consumers.
Researcher’s positionality
Harris, Holmes & Mertens (2009) as well as Kusters, De Meulder, & O’Brien (2017)
outline the unique considerations for engaging in research with Deaf and DeafBlind
communities. Harris et al. propose a “Sign Language Communities’ Terms of Reference
Principles” based on Osborne and McPhee’s (2009) “indigenous terms of reference” (p. 114).
They broadly concern respect for community members’ knowledge, values, and worldview while
considering research practices that meet the communities’ cultural and social priorities. Kusters
et al. call for a focus on deaf epistemologies and ontologies. They ask for critical examination of
historic and monolithic concepts in Deaf Studies such as “Deafhood” and a singular “Deaf
community.” Particularly relevant to the current research, they emphasize that hearing
researchers “think and write about their positionalities” (Kusters et al., 2017, p. 23). It is
important to note, both Harris et al. and Kusters et al. are rooted in Deaf studies, which may or
may not align with the experiences, values and norms of DeafBlind communities. This is exactly
why Shariff (2014) proposed Critical DeafBlind Theory, though problematically, Shariff is not
DeafBlind herself.
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The researcher in this study is an American-born white cisgender hearing sighted male
who learned American Sign Language as a second language and who is still learning protactile
language. These identities give him privileges in spaces that he most frequently encounters. As
an interpreter, he is privileged to have earned a comfortable income using languages developed
and maintained by Deaf and DeafBlind communities over the past ten years. Being a member of
the Michigan interpreting community who regularly interacts with DeafBlind individuals, likely
privileges him for greater access to potential research participants and to elicit authentic
responses based on established relationships (Stringer, 2014). Because of these privileges, the
researcher must be intentional about centering the ontologies and epistemologies of others. These
considerations influenced the research methodology outlined later in the report.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Deafblindness5 is often defined as a low incidence condition which has not received the
attention of researchers in general or within the sign language interpreting field. Jacobs (1997)
laments this fact in the publication of the professional organization of sign language interpreters
in the United States, the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf. Having committed the lion’s share
of her career to building knowledge around interpreting with DeafBlind people, Jacobs proposed
the first process model specifically for interpreting with DeafBlind consumers in 2005. This was
significantly delayed compared to process models offered by Colonomos (1989) and Cokely
(1992) used in interpreting visual American Sign Language (VASL) with sighted Deaf
individuals (Jacobs, 2005). In their respective dissertations, Shariff (2014) and Wright (2017)
also make note of the lack of literature produced by academia on this topic and point to sources
of “grey literature” (Wright, 2017, p.35). Biographical and autobiographical works like those
from Crist (1974), Wood (1987), Lawhorn (1991), Silver (2012), Clark (2014), Alexander
(2015), and Girma (2019) provide a lens into the lived experiences of DeafBlind people in North
America (J. L. Clark, personal communication, November 20, 2019).
Yet even the definition of “DeafBlind” warrants greater investigation. There is a growing
corpus about the sighted Deaf community in areas of education, language acquisition, American
Sign Language and Deaf culture. One is hard pressed to find parallel documentation for
DeafBlind communities6. However, a similar dichotomy between medical and cultural
frameworks plays itself out in the existing literature. Through a review of this literature, these
5

As discussed previously, the spelling of “DeafBlind” is the convention within Michigan to denote a sociopolitical
group. However, the medically framed condition of having a hearing and vision loss is referred to as
“deafblindness”. These conventions have changed over time and have resulted in various spellings within legislation
and organizational naming. I attempt to reflect these individualized spellings only when it is a part of an
organization’s name or a direct quotation.
6
In order to avoid being monolithic and recognizing that pockets of DeafBlind people across the United States have
their own complex and diverse social systems, I have elected to use the terminology “DeafBlind communities”.
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various frames and their impact will be explored. Then existing literature pertaining to how the
field of sign language interpreting has approached service provision to DeafBlind people will be
discussed.
Defining DeafBlind communities
Limited time will be spent outlining the medical or disability model of deafblindness.
This is primarily because the interpreting profession has generally aligned with a sociopolitical
or cultural DeafBlind identity that is heavily rooted in culturally Deaf ideologies (Edwards,
2014, J. L. Clark, personal communication, November 20, 2019). This means the physiological
condition of hearing loss is not seen as a disability and that Deaf individuals form a cultural
group with common norms and the common language of American Sign Language. Yet, it is
important to note that just as Deaf individuals have been highly pathologized in American
society, DeafBlind individuals face similar categorization.
In the federal Helen Keller Act, the definition of “deaf-blindness” indicates an individual
who has a dual-sensory loss of hearing and vison such that communication and/or development
is significantly impacted, and which programs solely focused on deafness or blindness are not
effective accommodations (NCDB, 2004). Using this technical definition, DeafBlind Central, a
federally funded US Department of Education program focused on supporting families with
DeafBlind children in the education system, conducts an annual census of DeafBlind students in
the state of Michigan. In its most recent publication of data, 317 DeafBlind students were selfreported. This is consistent with data from the past decade in which as few as 286 and as many as
388 DeafBlind students were reported (DeafBlind Central, 2019). It is generally believed that
these numbers are underestimates due to the self-reporting nature of the data collection. In a
2019 census conducted by the Michigan Department of Civil Rights, in conjunction with the
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Division on Deaf, DeafBlind, and Hard of Hearing, it was calculated that there are an estimated
10,165 Michiganders who identify as deafblind (MDCR, 2019).
Outside of the physiological categorization of individuals with dual-sensory loss, there
are sociopolitical communities that define group membership as having a DeafBlind identity.
Edwards’ (2014) describes an evolving social field of the DeafBlind community in Seattle that
was historically rooted in the customs and beliefs of the Deaf community and woven together by
American Sign Language. As some culturally Deaf individuals lost visual acuity, marginalization
pushed them to find others who had shared experiences. Deaf individuals with vision loss often
became alienated from friends, restricted from stable and reliable sources of information,
experienced a diminished quality of life, and became more and more dependent on interpreters to
provide compensatory strategies for visual information they could no longer directly access. A
DeafBlind community developed out of these individuals, in which people felt less stigmatized
about the status of their vision and the group was willing to engage in compensatory methods of
communication to support greater access to information. From continued interaction with each
other, a DeafBlind “identity” took shape and comprised of things such as, acceptance of one’s
diminished visual capacities, use of a white cane, and no longer driving (Edwards, 2014). The
discontinuance of driving was also heavily discussed in Wright’s (2017) work as a symbolic rite
of passage. In following sections, other characteristics that define DeafBlind communities, such
as language use, formation of organizations and stigma, will be discussed.
Language and communication. Historically, DeafBlind individuals have used varied
and specialized modes of communication. These include various approaches within tactile, visual
and auditory modalities. However, because this study focuses on the work of qualified
interpreters within the Michigan DeafBlind communities, only the communication modes which
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incorporate sign language will be reviewed. These will be broken into two broad categories
based on modality: visual and tactile.
Visual communication. A large portion of signing DeafBlind communities first identify
as culturally Deaf. Individuals may grow up with mild to no vision loss and communicate using
visual sign language. Post-lingually, these individuals may lose their vision due to injury or a
medical condition. Usher syndrome accounts for almost half of all hereditary cases of
deafblindness in the United States (NIH, 2017). While progression of sensory loss varies
individually, many individuals with Usher syndrome are born with a moderate to profound
hearing loss and only start to experience vision loss in early adolescence (NIH, 2017). This
means that during their formative years, children with Usher syndrome have functional vision
and are able to develop visual sign language. However, through the progression of retinitis
pigmentosa (RP) peripheral vision is gradually lost, resulting in tunnel vision and night
blindness. Because visual acuity is lost progressively, it is common for individuals to continue to
use visual sign language with the addition of various modifications. Emmorey, Korpics and
Petronio (2008) found that sign language users that had tunnel vision due to Usher syndrome
restrict their signing space near their face in order to maintain visual feedback of their own
utterances. In fact, in a separate study, sighted individuals wearing goggles that simulated tunnel
vision restricted their signing space similarly, while individuals who were completely
blindfolded did not demonstrate the same modification (Emmorey et al., 2008).
Tactile communication. In the American interpreting profession, “tactile
communication” is commonly understood to include forms of communication in which a person
relays information by touching another person’s body in a systematic way. Tactile systems of
communication include but are not limited to print-on-palm, haptic, touch signals, Braille and
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tactile sign language (American Association of the Deaf-Blind, 2019). Work done by Mesch
(2013), Petronio and Dively (2006), and Willoughby (2019) have examined aspects of what has
been traditionally called “tactile sign language”. This is a form of communication in which the
visual sign language commonly used in a country is somewhat adapted to be perceived by the
receiver’s hand tactically. Willoughby (2019) found that tactile Auslan, an adapted version of
visual Australian Sign Language, has noticeable limitations in negotiating particular types of
humor. Interestingly, the authors make note that based on substantially different structure of
protactile, discussed later, it is hypothesized that it is better suited to allow for shared humor.
Mesch (2013) reports other limitations specific to one-handed perception of tactile sign
language. Petronio and Dively (2006) argue that individuals fluent in visual ASL who then
become fluent in tactile ASL and who regularly interact within a DeafBlind community, use a
sociolinguistic variant of visual ASL, not just an adaptation of the language to accommodate
blindness.
In 2019, the Nordic Welfare Centre, published a collection of academic articles and
essays regarding tactile language and its use to support DeafBlind individuals and their families
(Creutz, Melin, Lindström, Brede & Selling). One of the first articles proposes a “circle model”
of tactile language (Näslund & Pedersen, 2019, p.19).
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From “Tactile Language-a circle model”, Näslund & Pedersen (2019), In If you can see
it, you can support it, p. 19
The remainder of the book provides greater detail into some of the aspects denoted in the circle
model as well as highlighting practical applications used by DeafBlind people, family members,
caregivers, educators, etc.
In an academic case study of a DeafBlind man from Mumbai, Kusters (2017) documents
unique features of his tactile communication that differs from the visual-gestural sign language
of Deaf Indians. A key feature discussed is the co-formation of tactile language. Unlike the
convention of tactile American Sign Language in which the receiver of the message places their
hands on top of the hands of the message originator in order to perceive the signs being
produced, co-formation involves the message originator touching or incorporating parts of the
receivers body to create the lexical unit together. One such example is when the DeafBlind
customer asks the shopkeeper for a type of sandwich spread. In visual-gestural sign languages,
the message originator may indicate this by making a spreading motion on the palm of their own
hand. However, the DeafBlind customer instead takes the sighted shopkeeper’s hand palm up
and makes a “spreading” gesture on it (Kusters, 2017). Kusters also begins to explore how
primarily experiencing the world through touch and smell influences one’s customs. For the
gentleman she studied, he preferred to purchase items in an open-air market because it allows the
most access to touch the goods himself verses having to communicate with a shopkeeper that
keeps all the goods behind a counter. This type of tactile language and sociological analysis has
recently taken place in the United States and will be discussed in the next section.
Protactile. Using data from eighteen months of ethnographic research, Edwards’ (2014)
dissertation focuses on the social and political factors in the Seattle DeafBlind community in the
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mid-2000’s that lead to tactile language emergence. Part of these social conditions include the
community’s repudiation of oppression by sighted individuals, including interpreters, that has
occurred in the longstanding protocol of communicating with DeafBlind individuals. The
DeafBlind led sociopolitical movement has become known as the “protactile movement” (granda
& Nuccio, 2018).
Specifically, Edwards makes the groundbreaking claim that changes in users’ deictic
field, away from a visual habitus and towards a tactile one, allowed for the divergence of
protactile language7 (PT) from visual American Sign Language (VASL) (Edwards, 2014). This
includes the idea that what has been commonly referred to as “tactile ASL”, or more specifically,
visual ASL perceived tactually by the hands, is rooted in a visual habitus and is therefore limited
in its ability to communicate meaning for individuals who experience the world tactilely. One
such divergence is the use of sign co-formation, as was also discussed by Kusters (2017).
DeafBlind leaders describe protactile as having “grown out of the realization that DeafBlind
people’s intuitions about tactile communication are stronger than the intuitions sighted people
have” (granda & Nuccio, 2018, p.1). They have identified the seven principles of protactile
communication as: contact space, reciprocity, protactile prospective, size and shape specifiers
(SASS), exceptions, information source and tactile imagery (granda & Nuccio, 2018).
Organizations. DeafBlind people have created various organizations focused on
education, advocacy, employment and recreation at international, national, state and local levels.
These organized groups exhibit the fact that DeafBlind people have a level of cohesion and that

7

At the time of publication, the DeafBlind community that utilizes the tactile language Edwards has examined uses
the conventions “protactile”, “protactile language” and “PT” to refer to their language. Previous publications, such
as Edwards (2014), used the term “Tactile American Sign Language”.
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their experience, needs, and goals may be separate from adjacent communities, namely the Deaf
community. Some of the most prominent organizations will be reviewed here.
Deafblind International (DBI) is a worldwide membership organization for families and
service providers. Their almost 200 members come from 70 different countries. Primarily
focused on increasing awareness and knowledge regarding DeafBlind issues, Deafblind
International produces a biannual print magazine, the DBI Review, as well as supports regional
and international conferences (DBI, 2019). The American Association of the Deaf-Blind
(AADB), founded in 1937, is now a 501(c)(3) organization with a mission to “ensure that all
deaf-blind people achieve their maximum potential through increased independence,
productivity, and integration into the community.” (AADB, 2019). Among its work, AADB cites
its collaboration with the National Task Force on Deaf-Blind Interpreting and the American Red
Cross, outreach to businesses and governments, as well as hosting national conferences. Helen
Keller National Center (HKNC) was authorized by an Act of Congress in 1967 and primarily
focuses on training individuals age sixteen and older about assistive technology, vocational
services, orientation and mobility, communication and independent living. While headquartered
in New York, HKNC has regional offices in order to provide resources nationwide (2019).
At the state level, Self-Help for Independency in Michigan Equalizing the DeafBlind
(SHI-M=DB) is the DeafBlind membership organization in Michigan. Annually, they help to
sponsor the Michigan DeafBlind Workshop, in which DeafBlind Michiganders from all over the
state gather for four days of educational sessions and outdoor recreation. In 2018, a group
organized on Facebook, called “DeafBlind Adventurers Club of MI”, began to organize
recreational activities in the mid-Michigan and metro-Detroit areas. Previous events include
sporting events, in which interpreters or support service providers provide tactile information
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about the action of the sporting event to DeafBlind individuals using a tactile replica of the
sporting venue. Other events such as holiday parties and bowling have also been held (DeafBlind
Adventures Club of MI, 2019).
In addition to these organizations, many DeafBlind entrepreneurs have created businesses
that cater to DeafBlind people. Examples of these businesses are; Tactile Communications LLC,
The Bapin Group, International DeafBlind Expo, DB TIP, and Three Monkeys Communication
LLC. Such organization shows that DeafBlind people are not simply a group of individuals that
shared a medical condition, but rather are a group of individuals knit together by common
interests, goals, and beliefs.
Stigma of DeafBlind individuals. Several pieces of literature address the various forms
of stigmatization DeafBlind people experience. In a series of interviews with twenty-eight
DeafBlind individuals, Hersh (2013a) documented the frequent and common experiences of
barriers to communication, isolation and depression. One participant was quoted as saying that
others “don’t want to take the perceived effort to communicate with [us]” (p.447). Using the
same data set for a different analysis, Hersh (2013b) reported that DeafBlind people also
experience stigma when using assistive devices, most notably a white cane. She also applied
Goffman’s concept of “courtesy stigma” to describe the potential negative perceptions and
actions against those closely associated with DeafBlind individuals. Such courtesy stigma may
influence interpreters’ decisions not to work with DeafBlind people in order to avoid this
negative association.
In fact, other authors have pointed to interpreter’s stigma in working with DeafBlind
individuals. One front-page article of the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf’s professional
publication is titled “’I Don’t Do Deaf-Blind’” (Jacobs, 1997). Jacobs presents this phrase as an
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example of hypocrisy for a profession that promotes accessibility, while not fully addressing the
need for an expanded pool of interpreters willing and qualified to work with DeafBlind
individuals. Walker and Shaw’s (2011) survey of recent interpreting program graduates, pointed
to “discomfort” with engaging in the work. Specifically, discomfort from close proximity to the
consumer, having to maintain physical touch and the physical stress involved in tactile
interpreting were factors interpreters described as causing more discomfort than engaging in
visual interpreting modalities. This is not altogether surprising, as Sorokowski et al. (2017)
reported that the average distance Americans maintained between an interaction among friends
was roughly 27.5 inches. Even American’s “intimate distance” was found to be more than 18
inches.
It is important to note, however, that engaging in stigmatization is not reserved to those
outside DeafBlind communities. As described earlier, many individuals in DeafBlind
communities first develop a culturally Deaf identity which greatly influences their mental
schema of the world. One of the biggest ways this manifests itself, is the status of sight within
the DeafBlind community (Edwards, 2014). In what seems like a great irony, sight and the
ability to access language through visual means is prioritized within many DeafBlind
communities. As we examine this notion further, we can begin to understand its foundation in
culturally Deaf norms. Deaf people have been known to call themselves, “people of the eye”,
who live in a visual world (Lane, Pillard & Hedberg, 2011). This is exemplified by the value
placed in the visual-gestural language of the community, American Sign Language. It is not hard
to understand that a person who has internalized the visual-centric culture of Deaf identity will
likely experience cognitive and emotional dissonance as they lose vision. What Wright (2017)
describes as stages of “confusion” and “self-bargaining”, others may label as denial, grief and
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self-stigmatization. Clark (2017) touches on this notion of internalized stigma, providing a quote
of another DeafBlind man; “the loss of both sight and hearing constitutes one of the severest
disabilities known to human beings”.
Wright (2017) uses the framework of “stealth mode” to liken the experience of LGBTQ
living in a heteronormative society to DeafBlind individuals living in a sighted-Deaf world.
While the comparison of these two unique experiences is problematic, it points to the idea of
“passing” in an ableist society (Campbell, 2008). This is when a DeafBlind individual attempts
to operate in ways that continue to be dependent on visual access without disclosing barriers to
do so due to vision loss. Campbell (2008) highlights Kimberlyn Leary’s idea of why passing
occurs, “passing occurs when there is perceived danger in disclosure. …It represents a form of
self-protection that nevertheless usually disables, and sometimes destroys, the self it means to
safeguard” (Campbell, 2008, p.156). One of the most significant dangers of disclosure DeafBlind
individuals note is the ostracism from the Deaf community (Edwards, 2014; Wright, 2017). One
of Wright’s research participants describes it like this:
But really- the more you can see and look like a Deaf person, then the easier it is. You
will still have friends, maybe one or two will leave, but you can still be part of the Deaf
community because it’s just not obvious (p. 140).
The field of Disability Studies has used the terms ableism and disableism to label the
oppression of individuals with disabilities. Similarly, Deaf Studies has used the term audism to
label the oppression of Deaf people based on the notion that the ability to hear and abide by
hearing cultural norms is superior. In her dissertation, Shariff (2014) proposes a new theoretical
framework, “Critical DeafBlind Theory” (CDBT) structured off of the established Critical Race
Theory (CRT), Critical Disability Theory (CDT), and Critical Deaf Theory (DeafCrit) (p. 60).
Central to CDBT, is the concept of “vidaudism” or “discrimination based on the inability to see
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and the inability to hear” (Shariff, 2014, p. 62). While based on the ideas of audism, vidaudism
takes into account the intersectional oppression DeafBlind individuals experience. This also
allows for analysis of oppression that DeafBlind individuals face from the sighted Deaf
community.
In alignment with the protactile movement, Clark (2017) proposes the term “distantism”
to describe the type of oppression DeafBlind individuals experience when the distance senses of
hearing and vision are privileged. This happens when DeafBlind individuals are inhibited from
direct contact with other interlocutors, frequently because of interpreters, or sources of
information. A previously mentioned example from Kusters (2017), indicated the preference of a
DeafBlind man to be able to engage with goods he wished to purchase directly, verses having to
navigate the distance through communication that a store counter places between him and the
goods. This emphasizes the fact that existing literature describes how DeafBlind people face
stigma and marginalization in numerous ways.
Interpreting with DeafBlind people
In the United States, the field of sign language interpreting has viewed working with
DeafBlind individuals as a low incidence specialization. Walker and Shaw (2011) compared
learning to work with DeafBlind people with learning the specializations of healthcare, legal,
mental health, K-12, and post-secondary education interpreting. A specialization framework sets
the structure of first teaching interpreting students how to interpret with Deaf individuals using
visual American Sign Language (VASL) and then through gaining additional knowledge and
modifying their existing practices they can work with DeafBlind consumers (Petronio, 2010).
This may be problematic in some communities, considering the sociopolitical and linguistic
protactile movement away from visual ASL towards a tactile based language.
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Petronio (2010) starts from the assumed premise that the majority of interpreters who
avoid DeafBlind interpreting do so because of a lack of familiarity or training and that
interpreters need only to build upon skills they already possess in working with sighted Deaf
individuals. The goal of her article is to increase interpreters’ understanding of DeafBlind
interpreting in hopes they will pursue this specialty. Like many others (Jacobs, 2005; Petronio,
2010; Raanes & Berge, 2016), Frankel (2002) describes the paradigm that interpreters must learn
a modified version of American Sign Language better situated for tactile reception. In particular,
Frankel (2002) examines how experienced interpreters differ in their expression of negation in
ways that are better understood tactilely. Unfortunately, the findings are limited in that there
were only three participants studied.
The most recent large-scale study within the interpreting profession was conducted in
2018 by the DeafBlind Interpreting National Training and Resource Center (DBI) housed at
Western Oregon University. This four-pronged inquiry consisted of; an annotated bibliography,
surveys, interviews and focus groups. The findings provide a wealth of data into the current
status of the field of DeafBlind interpreting in America. This includes the creation of “Domains
and Competencies” necessary for effective DeafBlind interpreting based on the priorities of
DeafBlind people (p. 131). The study primarily focused on interpreters who already engage in
DeafBlind interpreting nationwide and spent little time exploring the factors that impact an
interpreter’s decision to not participate in DeafBlind interpreting. In one of two questions
addressing this area, the survey findings indicate that individuals feel they have little opportunity
to work with DeafBlind individuals in their geographic area (41.9%) and that they lack the
appropriate skills or training (19.4%) (p. 69). These findings mirror factors proposed by Walker
and Shaw (2011).
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Raanes and Berge (2016) focus on the Norwegian tactile system called haptic.
Researchers conducted conversational analysis of a single meeting of five DeafBlind individuals
with seven interpreters. While tactile forms of communication are not new, haptic was developed
within the last twenty years in Nordic countries, initially from a single DeafBlind Norwegian
woman. It has since been introduced in the United States and is used in some DeafBlind
communities. The system now includes over 200 signs, primarily for conveying environmental
information and emotional feedback. Like many others (DBI, 2018; Frankel, 2002; Jacobs, 2005;
Petronio, 2010), this research frames the DeafBlind interpreter’s work as requiring additional
tasks than those required for sighted Deaf people. To achieve some of those tasks, researchers
identified that interpreters employed haptic signals primarily to identify individuals in the
environment, communicate minimal-responses such as “yes” and “no”, and provide feedback
regarding the emotions of communication partners. Interviews conducted with the interpreters
following the meeting, pinpointed issues of encroachment on DeafBlind individual’s autonomy
and interpreters’ influence on the meeting based on what information to communicate and when
to do so.
Interpreter education
In 2001, the National Interpreter Education Project (NIEP) published “The National
Curriculum for Training Interpreters Working with People Who Are Deaf-Blind” (Myers, 2001).
The NIEP, housed at Northwestern Connecticut Community College, was a federally funded
project from the Rehabilitation Services Administration, Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services under the U.S. Department of Education. The 369-page curriculum is the
culmination of five years of work and contains nine learning modules split into three levels:
introductory, intermediate and advanced. Additionally, a sample four credit, 15-week, college
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course design is outlined, leveraging many of the lessons from the nine modules. Inclusion of
DeafBlind instructors, speakers, and guest are heavily encouraged throughout the curriculum. In
2016, Hacker-Cain, in conjunction with the National Consortium of Interpreter Education
Centers, modernized the NIEP curriculum by integrating the work of Morgan (n.d.) and creating
an online “DeafBlind Interpreting Infusion Module”. The new module was intended to allow
interpreter educators to incorporate content into their institution’s learning management system.
The National Consortium of Interpreter Education Centers along with the American Association
of the DeafBlind (AADB) and the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID) had already formed
the National Task Force on Deaf-Blind Interpreting between 2005 and 2010. Its major
achievements included the creation of “An Annotated Bibliography on Deaf-Blind Interpreting”
(n.d.) and a “Curriculum guide for infusing Deaf-Blind interpreting into an interpreter education
program” (Hecker-Cain, Morrow & Frantz, 2008). The DeafBlind Interpreting National Training
and Resource Center (DBI) published the latest version of the annotated bibliography in 2017.
Yet despite these federally funded programs, results from Walker and Shaw’s (2011)
survey do not indicate a high level of training in DeafBlind interpreting. Surveying recent
graduates of interpreter education programs (IEP), Walker and Shaw found that only thirty-eight
percent of respondents indicated that their IEP contributed to their preparedness for interpreting
with DeafBlind people. Twenty-six percent of respondents indicated that they didn’t feel
prepared enough to interpret with DeafBlind individuals within the first year of graduating and
nearly sixty percent said they hadn’t interpreted with a single DeafBlind person in the last six
months.
Interaction with DeafBlind individuals is often cited as the best way to learn and become
comfortable with DeafBlind communication (DBI, 2018; Erlenkamp et al., 2011; Petronio, 2010;
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Walker & Shaw, 2011). Formalized mentorship programs and having instructors who are
DeafBlind are built into the educational program at one Norwegian institution described by
Erlenkamp et al. (2011) and heavily emphasized in the DBI report (2018). Additionally, students
in the Norwegian program participate in a 24-hour simulation experience of being DeafBlind.
Advanced students act as interpreters and assist in navigating through the participants’ daily
routine.
One benefit of such a design, is that it allows students to develop a better understanding
of the role an interpreter enacts when working with DeafBlind people verses sighted Deaf
people. This particular issue stood out as an area of “discomfort” in recent graduates of ITPs and
part of the rationale they did not work with DeafBlind people (Walker & Shaw, 2011). Little is
published about the number of American ITPs that include formal classes or mentorships
focused solely on interpreting with DeafBlind individuals and therefore part of this research
examines Michigan interpreters’ educational background in this field.
Outside of Interpreter Training Programs, interpreters may have access to professional
development activities in the form of online trainings or in-person workshops. On the national
level, the aforementioned DeafBlind Interpreting National Training and Resource Center (DBI)
is a federally grant funded program with the mission to “…increase[e] the range and number of
culturally-competent and qualified interpreters and mentors” working with DeafBlind individuals
(DBI, 2019). DBI has produced several free online training modules and has hosted a week-long
intensive immersion DeafBlind Interpreting Institute (DBII) in the summers of 2018 and 2019.
Additionally, at the most recent national conference of the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf
(RID) in Rhode Island, a DeafBlind Interpreting track entitled “Protactile Principles and
Movement” was offered over two days (RID, 2019).
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Trainings offered in Michigan are typically provided by one of two organizations. As
mentioned previously, Self-Help for Independency in Michigan Equalizing the DeafBlind (SHIM=DB) sponsors the Michigan DeafBlind Workshop. In addition to providing educational and
recreational opportunities for DeafBlind attendees, the event simultaneously acts as a
professional development opportunity for interpreters and students to advance their skills in
working with the community. The Michigan Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (MIRID), hosts
trainings related to working with DeafBlind individuals. In recent years they have sponsored
trainings related to the use of haptic for sporting events and an introductory course in protactile
(MIRID, 2019).
Supply and demand of interpreters
While there is a history of anecdotal narratives explaining potential factors for the low
ratio of interpreters who work with DeafBlind people, there is sparse research-based work
regarding this question (Galeota, 1997; Jacobs, 1997). In Michigan and many other parts of the
United States, there is a perceived shortage of sign language interpreters in general. In 2006, the
state of Michigan published a report entitled “Supply and Demand for Interpreters for the Deaf
and Hard of Hearing in Michigan” (Public Policy Associates, Inc.). A survey was mailed to 718
individuals identified through government-maintained listings, and a total of 233 surveys were
returned. The survey consisted of 21 questions regarding demographics, employment status,
certification status and educational attainment. Eighteen additional questions were asked of
interpreters who work in K-12 educational settings. Interpreter demographic data from the 2006
Michigan survey is referenced against the survey data received during this study in the results
portion of this report. Particularly relevant to this study however, is that 52% of respondents said
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they had training on “interpreting for Deaf/Blind people” (Public Policy Associates, Inc., 2006,
p. 29).
Demand estimates pulled from the 2001 U.S. Census Bureau’s Survey of Income and
Program Participation as well as Michigan Department of Education numbers. It is important to
note, that based on the data sets used in this report, estimates or projections were not given
regarding the number of individuals in the state who either identify as DeafBlind or as having a
combined vision and hearing loss. Additional data was collected from more than a dozen “key
informant interviews” (p.11). A tabulated “consensus projection” estimated that the total Deaf
and Hard of Hearing population would be 45,859 in the year 2020 (p. 20) with 3,202 Deaf and
Hard of Hearing students enrolled in Michigan public schools (p. 26). Compared to the estimated
supply of 529 interpreters and 1,154 interpreter demand in 2005, projections estimated that in
2020 there would be a demand for roughly 1,200 interpreters and that the supply would be close
to 1,100, (p. 75).
Now, due to strict regulatory standards and registration requirements in Michigan, a
public listing puts the number total number of qualified Michigan interpreters at roughly 6838,
109 of which are legally qualified to work with DeafBlind consumers (LARA, 2020). To
complicate the issue of scarcity, it is standard practice for interpreters working with DeafBlind
consumers to more frequently work in teams of two or more, thus increasing the demand for
qualified interpreters in this area (RID, 2007).

8

This number represents qualified interpreters who explicitly list their home residence in the state of Michigan as
well as qualified interpreters who have elected not to list an address of any kind. An additional 143 interpreters were
listed as qualified to work in Michigan but whose primary residence was a state other than Michigan. These figures
were taken from the Michigan Online Interpreter System on April 20, 2020. The 2006 survey of Michigan
interpreters also excluded 40 interpreters identified as living outside the state’s boarders.
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In a targeted census, the population of Deaf, DeafBlind and Hard of Hearing population
in Michigan has been estimated at 733,356. However, the much smaller sub-set of the 56,018
individuals who identify as Deaf or DeafBlind are likely to use sign language interpreters
(MDCR, 2019). An estimated number of DeafBlind Michiganders who utilize sign language
interpreters is hard to determine but is certainly a subset of the overall 10,165 Michigan
deafblind population.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Prior to any data collection, a research proposal, including an explanation of
methodology, was approved by the Institutional Review Board at St. Catherine University. The
primary methodology applied in this project was “action research” (Stringer, 2014). Unlike
traditional academic research, action research is a more localized and participatory form of
systematic inquiry. Researchers are encouraged to occupy the role of facilitator rather than expert
when trying to “assist people to extend their understanding of their situation” (p. 14). Rooted in
phenomenology and epistemology, action research is a form of applied research that attempts to
empower people to create solutions to their own problems through compilation of information
and joint analysis. These values align with the previously discussed considerations about
conducting research that meet the priorities of Deaf and DeafBlind communities, respecting the
knowledge of those communities and understanding one’s positionality as a researcher (Harris,
Holmes & Mertens, 2009, Kusters, De Meulder, & O’Brien 2017).
Additional methodological support comes from Hale and Napier (2013) who specialize in
research related to the sign language interpreting field. Their work uses extensive reference to
other academic works and provides examples, case studies, and practice exercises for novice
researchers. In particular relevance to this study is a section dedicated to conducting interviews
and analyzing the resulting data.
Survey
In phase one, the researcher conducted an electronic survey of qualified Michigan
interpreters using Qualtrics software (2020) and distributed primarily through the roughly 500
publicly listed email addresses on the Michigan Online Interpreter System (LARA, 2020) (see
Appendix A). Online survey software has many advantages. It allows for easy and far reaching
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distribution at a low cost, utilization of a variety of question types (e.g. open-ended, Likert scale,
and fixed responses), and assists in the organization of data for analysis. Qualtrics software has
the additional benefit of optimizing the survey experience based on the participant’s use of a
desktop or mobile device, ensuring that individuals who use their smartphone to respond do not
experience technical glitches or formatting issues. Additional advantages of online survey
features that were leveraged are described below.
To supplement the single recruitment email, additional recruitment was leveraged
through local “gatekeepers,” such as Michigan’s affiliate chapter of the Registry of Interpreters
for the Deaf, the National Alliance of Black Interpreters – Detroit Chapter, as well as social
media groups of Michigan interpreters in the form of a flier (see Appendix B) (Stringer, 2014,
p.79). Recruitment emails and social media messages were intentionally composed in plain
language in alignment with action research philosophy. A commissioned flier was designed by a
local DeafBlind artist and incorporated two hands forming the outline of the state of Michigan.
Once individuals were directed via hyperlink to the online survey, they were greeted with
a plain language description of the survey’s purpose, criteria for participation, and an estimate
that complete participation would take ten minutes. Survey participation was anonymous as a
measure to increase the propensity of participants to be forthcoming with complete and honest
responses, as well as to shield their identity from the researcher who is a member of the
Michigan interpreting community himself. To ensure informed consent, participants then had to
select either “I consent” or “I do not consent” and push a “next” arrow to advance. Consenting
participants then had to select from a dropdown list of all 83 counties in the state of Michigan.
This not only provided geographic information to analyze, but also acted as another layer to
ensure participants met the criteria of currently living in Michigan. Those that selected the option
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“I don’t live in Michigan” were automatically directed to a screen that thanked them and ended
their participation in the survey.
Eligible participants then started an optional demographics section that covered age,
gender identity, race or ethnicity, educational background, years of experience, and whether they
identify as a heritage signer/child of a Deaf adult (CODA)/Deaf-parented interpreter. Participants
were informed that demographic data was collected so the researcher could identify if the results
represent a diverse set of perspectives, examine the data for trends, and that final reporting will
only include aggregate data to prevent individual identification. The final and only mandatory
question on this page included the selection of interpreter credentials participants currently held.
This coupled with the previous selections of consent and Michigan county of resident acted as
filters to ensure survey participants met the research criteria of being qualified interpreters living
in the state of Michigan. On the subsequent screen a question relating to Michigan interpreting
endorsements participants currently held sorted participants into two groups (DeafBlind endorsed
or not DeafBlind endorsed) and funneled them to two separate branches of the remaining survey
questions regarding various topics related to DeafBlind interpreting. The use of this type of
sorting and skip-logic allows the researcher to collect specific data from each group, avoids
having participants view questions that do not apply to them, and maximizes the time
participants are willing to engage in responding. This meant that a single participant had the
potential to be asked a maximum of 39 multiple-choice and open-ended questions. Much care
was taken in limiting the number of open-ended questions which required participants to type.
The trend of lower response rate on open-ended questions ultimately did arise and is outlined in
the results portion of this report. See Appendix C for a list of all survey questions.
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Interviews
After the initial collation of survey data, the second phase of research included one-onone ethnographic interviews. The purpose of the interviews was multifaceted: 1) gather more
qualitative data as a means of triangulation, 2) conduct a member check from survey participants,
3) incorporate stakeholders outside of the critical reference group, 4) collect stakeholder’s
perception of survey data, and 5) begin to collect stakeholder suggestions for an action plan
(Stringer, 2014). The recruitment of qualified Michigan interpreters for interviews mirrored that
of the survey phase. A brief email was again sent to the roughly 500 publicly listed qualified
interpreters thanking the community for their participation in the survey phase and inviting
individuals to contact the researcher if they were willing to share their experience either as
someone who does or does not work with DeafBlind individuals (see Appendix D). A flier with
the same artwork as the survey recruitment flier, was posted in various Facebook groups
dedicated to Michigan interpreters asking for individuals to email the researcher or to submit
contact information via a Google form (see Appendix E).
Individuals outside the “critical reference group” of qualified Michigan interpreters were
also engaged during this stage; namely, members of the DeafBlind community (Stringer, 2014).
A separate recruitment process for these members took place through organizations comprised of
DeafBlind individuals in Michigan. A short recruitment email (see Appendix F) and link to a
video of American Sign Language (ASL) translation was sent through the Self-Help for
Independence in Michigan Equalizing the DeafBlind email directory. A link to the ASL
recruitment video, along with an image description9 and transcript, were posted to the DeafBlind

9

Image descriptions are used to provide a written description of a visual image so individuals may access the
information from the image in a non-visual format (i.e. auditory screen reader, Braille display, etc.). Image
descriptions are commonly used within DeafBlind communities.
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Adventurers Club of Michigan’s Facebook page. Additionally, a version of the recruitment flier
was posted with an image description (see Appendix G). All of these various recruitment
materials encouraged interested parties to contact the researcher if willing to share their
experiences working with interpreters in Michigan.
Individuals who expressed interest in an interview, were sent an additional email outlining
the conditions of the interview (see Appendix H). Once consent was received, a meeting time
was arranged to meet via the Zoom (Zoom Video Communications, Inc., 2020) online platform
at the convenience of the participant. Initially, the researcher planned to allow participants to
decide between an in-person or virtual meeting, but upon starting the interview phase, the spread
of Covid-19 necessitated that all interviews be conducted remotely. Participants selected their
preferred language to conduct the interview. Even in the case of spoken English interviews,
video recording was used because of the common habit of bilinguals to inadvertently use parts of
both of their languages (Emmorey, Borinstein, Thompson & Gollan, 2008). This way cameras
were able to capture gestures, facial expressions, and any utterances made in visual American
Sign Language. Recordings were securely stored on the password protected storage software,
“Box”, provided through St. Catherine University.
Interviews began with the researcher reiterating participant’s rights, the purpose of the
study, confirming the participant’s selection for maintenance of the video recording and
solidifying informed consent. After this initial scripted section, interviews become semistructured, allowing the researcher to position themselves not as an expert, but rather
“search[ing] for understanding in the company of friends” (Stringer, 2014, p.69). The researcher
also employed techniques to draw out more qualitative data, including asking clarifying
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questions, following up on participant responses, and allowing for silence to trigger additional
participant statements (Hale & Napier, 2013).
Analysis
As mentioned previously, survey data was analyzed leveraging different reporting
options made possible on Qualtrics (2020) software. This includes averaging, multi-variable
analysis, and thematic coding. Interview recordings were annotated for thematic analysis using
ELAN software (2019) which allows the researcher to label time stamped sections of video
recordings in tiers. Results from these various analytical approaches will be discussed in the next
section.
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussion of Findings
The following results come from participation of 168 survey respondents and 12
individual interviews; four DeafBlind participants, four qualified Michigan interpreters holding
the DeafBlind endorsement, and four qualified Michigan interpreters not currently DeafBlind
endorsed. Participation was anonymous and results are intentionally reported as to not disclose
personal identifying information. When possible, data is referenced against previously published
materials to provide wider context. As described in the methodology portion of this report, data
was analyzed using descriptive statistical features available via Qualtrics software (2020).
Additionally, thematic analysis was conducted on video recorded interviews utilizing annotation
on ELAN software (2020).
Survey: Total participation
Survey data was preliminarily sorted into two groups: interpreters who currently hold the
Michigan DeafBlind endorsement (referred to as “endorsed interpreters”) and interpreters who
do not currently hold the Michigan DeafBlind endorsement (referred to as “non-endorsed
interpreters”). While overall participation documented from the initial consent question totaled
171 individuals, three did not consent; therefore, the potential maximum response rate for
remaining questions was 168.
Initial demographic questions netted as high as 159 individual responses. At time of
publication, there are 68310 publicly listed qualified interpreters who may have satisfied the
criteria to participate in the survey (LARA, 2020). The specific condition that divided
participants into the two separate groups and branches of the survey, was a participant’s response
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This number represents qualified interpreters who explicitly list their home residence in the state of Michigan as
well as qualified interpreters who have elected not to list an address of any kind. An additional 143 interpreters were
listed as qualified to work in Michigan but whose primary residence was a state other than Michigan. These figures
were taken from the Michigan Online Interpreter System on April 20, 2020.
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to question 9: “Michigan interpreting endorsements you currently hold (select all that apply)”,
with options; “Medical/Mental Health, Legal, and DeafBlind”. Those who selected that they hold
the DeafBlind endorsement alone or in combination with other endorsements were automatically
directed to a separate block of tailored questions. Fifty-nine participants selected the DeafBlind
endorsement option and from the remaining questions asked of them, a maximum of 58
participants responded to any one question. This sample size represents 53% of all publicly listed
DeafBlind endorsed interpreters in Michigan (LARA, 2020). A total of 84 participants were
identified as non-endorsed; therefore, of 28 questions in the non-endorsed question block, there
was a potential maximum of 84 participants involved. In the non-endorsed group, lower response
rates (as low as n=46) were recorded for open-ended questions that required participants to type
original responses than for multiple choice questions. Response rates between question types
were less impacted in the endorsed interpreter group.
Interviews: Total Participation
Interview data was collected from 12 one-on-one ethnographic interviews conducted via
the video conferencing platform Zoom11 (Zoom Video Communications, Inc., 2020). Four
individuals were interviewed from each of the following three groups; DeafBlind people living
in Michigan, qualified Michigan interpreters currently holding the DeafBlind endorsement, and
qualified Michigan interpreters not currently DeafBlind endorsed. This represents more than 990
minutes of recordings analyzed.

11

See methodology section regarding the rationale and necessity of using video conferencing technology during the
time research was conducted.
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Survey: Demographics
Responses to demographic questions point to a representative participant pool in terms of
gender, race, and age. In line with the gender distribution reported from the national organization
of interpreters, the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, as well as the Michigan governmental
survey conducted in 2006 (Public Policy Associates, Inc.), the vast majority of respondents
identify as female (see Table 1).
Table 1
Regional and national comparison of respondent gender identity (self-reported)
Michigan Survey
(2020)
(n=153)

2006 Michigan
Survey
(n=233)

Registry of
Interpreters for the
Deaf – 2018 Annual
Report (Region 3:
Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Michigan,
Minnesota, Ohio, and
Wisconsin) (n=1,941)

Registry of
Interpreters for the
Deaf – 2018 Annual
Report (National)
(n=10,370)

Female

86.27%

91%

89.85%

86.68%

Male

11.11%

9%

10.15%

13.32%

Non-binary

1.31%

Self-Identify

0.00%

Prefer not to answer

0.65%

Not applicable

Shown in Table 2, self-reported racial identity also aligned with national and regional
trends, with the majority of respondents identifying as White (94%), followed by African
American/Black (4.61%), Latinx (1.97%) and Biracial/Multiracial (1.32%). Unlike the Registry
of Interpreter for the Deaf data, no respondents in the Michigan survey identified as Asian,
Native American or Alaskan, Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander. While the percentage of
African American/Black interpreter respondents mirrors the interpreting profession’s
demographics at large, it represents a lower number when considering the proportion of
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Michigan’s overall population that identifies as African American/Black (14.1%)(U. S. Census
Bureau, 2019).
Table 2
Regional and national comparison of respondent’s race (self-reported)

White
(Euro American)
African
American/Black
Latinx
(Hispanic/Latino)
Biracial/multiracial
Asian
American/Pacific
Islander
American
Indian/Alaskan
Native
Prefer not to answer

Michigan Survey
(n=152)

Census
BureauMichigan
2019

Registry of Interpreters for
the Deaf – 2018 Annual
Report (Region 3: Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky,
Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio, and
Wisconsin)(n=1,811)

Registry of Interpreters
for the Deaf – 2018
Annual Report
(National)(n=9,218)

94.08%

79.3%

93.15%

87.04%

4.61%

14.1%

3.15%

5.02%

1.97%

5.2%

1.82%

4.87%

1.32%
0.00%

2.5%
3.4%

NA
1.05%

NA
1.83%

0.00%

0.7%

0.83%

1.24%

2.63%

NA

NA

NA

*Categories Arab & self-identify received zero responses in Michigan survey
Age distribution was varied, with the top three responses being 25-34 (33%), 35-44 (23%), and
45-54 (18%) (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4. 1. Age of respondents (n=153)
The level of experience (see figure 4.2) in the field was relatively equally distributed but
bookended with the most responses in the categories with the least experience (27%) and the
most experience (28%).
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Figure 4.2. Years of interpreting experience
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Figure 4.3. Certifications held*
*Respondents may hold multiple certifications, therefore percentages add up to over
100%. The certifications CDI, PDIC, NAD 3, NAD 4, MCSC received no responses.
In general, those holding the lowest certification, the BEI 112, corresponded to fewer
years of interpreting experience; 67% had 0-5 years and 20% had 6-10 years of experience. BEI
2 holders were more likely to have more experience with 42% having 6-10 years and 31%
having 11-15 years. The most common response for BEI 3 holders was 11-15 years (50%) with
38% indicating over 20 years of experience. Of National Interpreter Certification (NIC) holders,
27% indicated 11-15 years of experience, 25% had 15-20 years, and 39% had over 20 years of

12

Michigan, like several other states, uses the Board of Evaluation for Interpreters (BEI) credential owned by the
State of Texas. The conventions BEI 1, BEI 2 and BEI 3 are used in Michigan to correspond respectively to the BEI
Basic, BEI Advanced and BEI Master conventions used in Texas.
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experience. The other most commonly held certification, the Educational Interpreter
Performance Assessment credential (EIPA), showed relatively equal distribution across years of
experience. Coupled with the fact that of the 38 respondents holding an EIPA, 31 of them hold at
least one additional credential, lends itself to the idea that the EIPA has been a supplemental
interpreter credential for those wanting to work in educational settings.
When compared to degree attainment recorded by the 2006 Michigan interpreter survey,
there has been a large shift from associate degrees to bachelor’s degrees (see figure 4.4). This is
understandable considering overall increases in educational requirements instituted by the
national Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf. A 2003 RID membership approved motion,
required hearing applicants to have an associate degree, in any field, starting in 2008, and
increased the standard to a bachelor’s degree in 2012. Deaf applicants for certification, had to
satisfy a 2012 and 2016 deadline respectively (RID, 2008). It is important to note that the 2006
Michigan survey only reported on four categories; associate degree, bachelor’s degree, master’s
degree and other. It was noted that many in the “other” category (28%) indicated having a
“certificate in interpretation” (Public Policy Associates, Inc.). In the current 2020 survey,
respondents had the option to select, “specialized certificate from a post-secondary institution”
(6%). If all responses in the current 2020 survey outside of associate, bachelor’s and master’s
degrees are added together, a comparable “other” category of 18% of respondents can be
compared to the 28% of “other” responses in 2006.
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Figure 4.4. Highest degree earned
Endorsed vs non-endorsed demographic analysis
When comparing the demographics of endorsed interpreters verses non-endorsed
interpreters, a few trends appear. Of all respondents there was a 61% non-endorsed to 39%
endorsed split. This is considerably different than the ratio of Michigan interpreters at large, as
only roughly 16% of all qualified interpreters hold a DeafBlind endorsement (LARA, 2020). The
60%-40% trend appeared across many different demographics in this survey. Both female and
male identified respondents showed this trend, with one non-binary respondent being endorsed
and another not. The youngest (age 18 - 24) and oldest (age 65-74) age groups seem more likely
to not to be endorsed. All other age groups saw close to an equal split between non-endorsed and
endorsed (see Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5. Age distribution of endorsed and non-endorsed interpreters
Similarly, those with the least experience (0 – 5 years interpreting) are more likely not to hold
the DeafBlind endorsement, with other experience groups being almost equally likely to be
endorsed or not endorsed.
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Figure 4.6. Percentage endorsed by race
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While the sample size is small (n=9), there appears to only be a notable difference among
African American/Black and biracial/multiracial interpreters towards not being DeafBlind
endorsed (see figure 4.6). Fifteen percent of all survey respondents identified as “heritage
signer/child of a Deaf adult (CODA)/Deaf-parented interpreter and they too had a 60% to 40%
ratio of non-endorsed to endorsed.
Among education, interpreters who listed an associate degree as their highest level of
academic achievement were more likely to not be endorsed. The sole Ph.D. respondent and two
respondents who selected “other” were also non-endorsed (see figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7. Percentage endorsed by educational background
Lastly, the distribution of endorsement holders across various certifications was relatively equal
with BEI 1 holders being the most likely not to be endorsed (see figure 4.8). This finding is not
surprising as it aligns with the youngest and least experienced interpreters being less likely to be
endorsed as well.
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Figure 4.8. Percentage endorsed by certification
Training
The data shows that proportionally, more non-endorsed interpreters had exposure to some
form of DeafBlind interpreting training (91%) during their ITP than endorsed interpreters (75%).
Both of these are noticeably greater than the 52% of respondents that indicated having training in
DeafBlind interpreting during the 2006 Michigan survey (Public Policy Associates, Inc.).
Considering that in almost all demographics measured and the rate of ITP attendance was similar
between the two groups, this data may point to a low impact that training during the ITP
regarding DeafBlind interpreting has on the likelihood that graduates will work with DeafBlind
individuals. For those who attended an ITP, the most frequently selected answer for endorsed
interpreters was having had a “specialized course in DeafBlind interpreting” (27%), with only
12% of non-endorsed interpreters selecting this same answer. However, almost equal numbers of
endorsed interpreters selected discussing DeafBlind interpreting in class(es) focused on other
topics (25%), having never discussed DeafBlind interpreting (25%), and having attended a
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special seminar or series of workshops in DeafBlind interpreting (20%). More non-endorsed
interpreters selected “discussed DeafBlind interpreting in class(es) focused on other topics”
(39%) and “a special seminar/series of workshops in DeafBlind interpreting” (26%). This may
indicate that a specific quality, duration, or complexity of training is important, but other
motivations for working with DeafBlind people were cited more frequently and will be discussed
later.
Open-ended survey data and interview responses bolster this finding as only 13% of
endorsed interpreter responses mentioned exposure during their ITP as a primary reason they
“got into DeafBlind interpreting”. Moreover, half of those responses also contained the most
frequent theme among all responses, an affection for the DeafBlind community. Interview data
provided more insight on what the exposure during the ITP looked like. More times than not, it
was not formal exposure of dedicated curriculum, but actually serendipitous experiences that
happened during a community-based practicum. Perhaps one response summarizes it best, “Well,
honestly, I went to a Deaf[B]lind…program because I needed [p]racticum hours but ended up
loving the community and the interpreters that work in that community.” Interpreter interview
participants also referenced the fact that dedicated DeafBlind interpreting courses have
historically been non-required electives and therefore there is the possibility that only students
already interested in DeafBlind interpreting enroll in these courses.
Outside of the Interpreter Training Program, both groups had engaged in various forms of
training, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3
Q17 & Q48 - I have had other DeafBlind interpreting training in the form of: (select all that
apply)
Answer
In-person workshops
DeafBlind led trainings
Online trainings
Tutoring/mentoring
Trainings outside the state of Michigan
Other:
Internship/Induction
I have not had training in DeafBlind interpreting

Endorsed
(n=59)
97%
83%
68%
25%
20%
3%
0%
0%

Non-Endorsed
(n=80)
50%
NA
11%
6%
NA
9%
0%
24%

Interviews captured “on-the-job” training as another common form of training experienced by
both endorsed and non-endorsed interpreters. One non-endorsed interpreter put it this way,
A lot of the training has happened on the job… maybe they talked about it at a workshop,
but the real learning didn't happen until I'm like suddenly thrust into the hot seat and I'm
like 'let's see if this works'.
Endorsed interpreters echoed the framework Petronio (2010) described, in which interpreters use
their base knowledge in working with sighted-Deaf people and learn modifications to adjust to
working with DeafBlind people. They also indicated that more precise learning happened in the
midst of working with DeafBlind individuals. One endorsed interpreter said, “[the DeafBlind
person] pretty much taught me what I was doing as we went, so that's always kind of neat”,
while another gave this explanation;
It was probably by like the second or third time I worked with a DeafBlind person, that I
was like, I’m never going to get training that’s going to help me with A, B, or C because
A, B, or C DeafBlind person I work with are all very different.
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DeafBlind individuals also raised the issue of “on-the-job” training but as a point of frustration.
One DeafBlind interview participant explained that they could not fully engage in their
interactions with others because “I feel like I’m teaching all the time. I’m never ‘off’”.
Another common design for training interpreters is to host an interpreter training one day
prior to an event a DeafBlind community is hosting. Interpreters or interpreting students spend a
day being taught about DeafBlind interpreting in order to then work with DeafBlind people the
following day(s). This likely puts DeafBlind people in the position of teaching their interpreters
again.
When given the statement, “There is ample training for DeafBlind interpreting”, a large
majority (71%) of endorsed interpreters disagreed (47%) or somewhat disagreed (24%). A
quarter (26%) said they “somewhat agree” with the statement, but no endorsed respondents
answered with the definitive “agree” option and two respondents selected “I don’t know what is
available”. Among non-endorsed interpreters, 57% of respondents indicated some level of
disagreement with the statement “There is ample training for DeafBlind interpreting” while
almost equal numbers of respondents showed agreement (21%) or indicated “I don’t know what
is available” (22%). Endorsed interpreters reported being aware of an average of 5.45 DeafBlind
trainings over the past 4 years, with the mode being 4 (22% of responses). Non-endorsed
interpreters were only aware of an average of 2.61 trainings over the past 4 years, with a mode of
2 (29% of responses). The time frame of 4 years is important in that it is the length of time in
which interpreters must earn a minimum of eight hours of continuing education units specific to
DeafBlind interpreting in order to maintain an endorsement. One non-endorsed interview
participant who expressed a willingness to become endorsed lamented the lack of available
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training saying, “I rarely see anything…maybe once a year”. The disparity in awareness of
available training seems to be a barrier for some interpreters.
Desire for additional DeafBlind interpreting training is extremely high among endorsed
interpreters; 88% combined “Agree” and “Somewhat agree”. A little less than two-thirds of nonendorsed interpreters “agreed” or “somewhat agreed” to “If there was training readily available
regarding DeafBlind interpreting, I would definitely participate in it.”, with the less comital,
“somewhat agree” receiving the most responses (39% of all responses). Thematic analysis was
conducted on an open-ended question to both groups regarding the type of training they thought
they needed. Thirty percent of comments from non-endorsed interpreters mentioned “hands-on”
training with the next most frequent theme being “tactile” (11%). Endorsed interpreters showed a
high level of interest in learning more about protactile (60%) and haptic (45%). Respondents
often listed these two items together and, in a few responses, wrote “haptic/protactile”. The
researcher explored the high level of association between these two concepts further during the
interview phase and it became apparent that interpreters frequently either homogenized the
concepts or expressed an awareness of their gap in knowledge. One endorsed interpreter said, "It
seems like those, [haptic and protactile] are two different camps…like there is something
philosophically different between them and I don't know what that is.”, while another endorsed
interpreter said “I don’t even know what you are talking about”. One non-endorsed interpreter
spoke about protactile this way,
I don't know if there is a difference between whether or not…the DeafBlind person is
literally just like following your hands…is that protactile? Or is it literally hand on hand?
I don't have enough training, you know, to know the difference.
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The limited understanding of protactile and haptic was not reserved for interpreters. Half of the
DeafBlind participants also indicated a gap in knowledge and a desire for access to training
regarding one or both concepts.
Interview data showed interpreters also desire new and more complex training. While
most interpreters recognize and appreciate the importance of trainings which provide an
overview of the experiences of DeafBlind people and their communication modes, ideas for
more targeted trainings were suggested. Examples included working with DeafBlind callers in
Video Relay Service or how to describe a medical condition affecting the gastrointestinal tract
using tactile language.
Supply and Demand of interpreters
Close to two thirds of both groups perceive to some degree that there are not ample
amounts of endorsed interpreters in their area (61% non-endorsed, 66% endorsed). Identical
proportions from both groups showed the extremely low level of agreement that there were
ample amounts of endorsed interpreters in their area (9%). The remaining 30% of non-endorsed
and 26% of endorsed interpreters selected “neutral”, likely indicating a feeling of being unsure.
While a large number of endorsed interpreters (67%) expressed feeling like there are not
sufficient numbers of endorsed interpreters in their area, 82% reported having between zero and
three interpreting assignments with DeafBlind consumers in a month. The lower end of the range
was selected more frequently with 38% of all respondents (n=56) reporting one assignment and
27% reporting zero assignments on average per month. This could point to low demand, issues in
pairing interpreters with DeafBlind consumers, or conflicts in timing/scheduling. In a separate
question, the issue of scheduling and time conflicts was indicated by 41% of endorsed
interpreters as a factor in having to decline work with DeafBlind individuals. Interview
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participants in all three groups, discussed a perception of inefficiencies in scheduling. Two
DeafBlind participants shared that one way they address this issue is to modify their own
schedule to meet the availability of interpreters or to consult the interpreter that is present with
them about their availability to come to the next appointment. The DeafBlind consumer then
contacts the interpreter referral agency and lets them know “I’ve done your job for you”. All
DeafBlind participants said they have had to cancel engagements, including opportunities to earn
money, because of the unavailability of interpreters. This raises a serious question of equity
regarding DeafBlind people not having the flexibility to schedule appointments whenever they
desire. One DeafBlind person described the conundrum like this, “It can be very frustrating, but I
need a DeafBlind endorsed interpreter”.
Endorsed interpreters were mixed on the question of whether or not holding the
endorsement created more employment opportunities for them and non-endorsed interpreters
mostly perceived the endorsement as not increasing employability (see figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9. Q37 & Q67 - "I am able to work more hours per month because I have a
DeafBlind endorsement."
In terms of hourly wage, almost half (48%) of all non-endorsed interpreters reported not
knowing if interpreters working with DeafBlind people made more or less an hour compared to
working with Deaf or Hard of Hearing people, 30% thought they made the same per hour, and
18% believe interpreters working with DeafBlind people earn “a little more per hour”. The
majority of endorsed interpreters (60%) reported earning the same hourly wage regardless of
whom they were working with, with 28% indicating they earn “a little more per hour”. However,
both groups indicated that they believed interpreters working with DeafBlind interpreters should
be compensated more. Non-endorsed interpreters most frequently indicated $5 more per hour
and the top three most reported answers for endorsed interpreters are shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Q69: Roughly, how much more per hour do you think an interpreter should earn to do
DeafBlind interpreting? (Open-ended)(top 3 responses)
Amount more per hour
$5
$10
$5-$10

Number of responses
11
10
8

Still, the majority (67%) of endorsed interpreters felt that it is worth their
“time/effort/finical investment” to focus on becoming qualified to interpret with DeafBlind
consumers, with half of all respondents using the strongest “agree” option (see Table 5).
Additionally, only 2% chose the full-out “disagree”. Non-endorsed interpreters were more mixed
on the question. The top response was “neutral” (31%) with the next highest response indicating
“somewhat agree” (23%) to the question “It’s not worth my time/effort/financial investments to
focus on becoming qualified to interpret with DeafBlind consumers.” Close to the same number
of respondents chose the stronger form of opposition, “disagree” (22%).
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Table 5
Q55 It’s worth my time/effort/financial
investments to focus on becoming qualified to
interpret with DeafBlind consumers.
Answer
Endorsed (n=58)

Q24 - It’s not worth my time/effort/financial
investments to focus on becoming qualified to
interpret with DeafBlind consumers.
Non-endorsed (n=78)
Answer

Agree
Somewhat agree

50%
17%

67%

40%

22%
18%

Disagree
Somewhat disagree

Neutral
Somewhat disagree

14%
17%

14%
19%

31%
29%

31%
23%

Neutral
Somewhat agree

Disagree

2%

6%

Agree

The issue of employability was also addressed in questions 34 and 35 for non-endorsed
interpreters. When asked about their current employment, 45% of respondents (n=74) selected
that there are no DeafBlind consumers, with another large portion (36%) indicating that
“interpreting co-workers accommodate DeafBlind consumers”. Additionally, when asked if they
were to leave their current place of employment, how likely there were to start interpreting
DeafBlind consumers, only 12% agreed or somewhat agree, with the most popular answer being
“neutral” (36%). Similarly, when endorsed interpreters were asked their motivations for working
with DeafBlind people, only three responses indicated expanding their options for work and two
responses said it was a requirement of their workplace (n=47). In all, these results suggest that
access to additional employment via DeafBlind interpreting is not a strong motivating factor for
interpreters.
DeafBlind endorsement
As stated previously, 67% of endorsed interpreters felt to some degree that it was “worth
my time/effort/financial investments to focus on becoming qualified to interpret with DeafBlind
people”. Interestingly, these same interpreters overwhelming support the idea of interpreters
being required to have an endorsement to work with DeafBlind people, 86% agree and 10%
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somewhat agree. In regard to the monetary cost of maintaining the endorsement, half of all
respondents indicated feeling “neutral”, while the remaining endorsed interpreters leaned
towards the cost being inexpensive and the remaining non-endorsed interpreters leaned the
opposite way towards the cost being expensive (see Table 6).
Table 6
Q30 & Q60: The cost of maintaining a DeafBlind endorsement (state application and
continuing education units) is…
Endorsed
Non-endorsed
(n=58)
(n=79)
Too expensive
Somewhat expensive
Neutral
Somewhat inexpensive
Inexpensive

2%
10%
50%
14%
24%

13%
24%
51%
2%
10%

Both groups mostly agreed that the current number of continuing education units required to
maintain the endorsement is either appropriate or a little low, with a smaller percent of endorsed
interpreters indicating “way to low” (14%) and 20% of non-endorsed interpreters responding, “a
little high”.
Table 7
Q31 & Q63: The current number of CEUs required to maintain a DeafBlind endorsement (0.8
CEUs over 4 years) is…
Endorsed
Non-endorsed
(n=58)
(n=75)
Too many
A little high
Appropriate
A little low
Way too low

0%
2%
46%
38%
14%

1%
20%
48%
19%
12%

When given the opportunity to provide additional comments regarding the endorsement, the
themes of lack of access to CEUs and prioritizing other endorsements or types of work above the
DeafBlind endorsement were cited most frequently among non-endorsed interpreters. Fourteen
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out of eighteen total comments from endorsed interpreters mentioned CEUs or training. Nine
specifically pointed to a lack of access to CEUs regarding DeafBlind interpreting in Michigan.
Five of the eighteen comments referred to eight hours being an appropriate number because of
either the lack of access to CEUs or because of the low demand for working with DeafBlind
consumers. Two additional comments referenced a hesitance to increase the number of required
CEUs in fear that it may become too burdensome and turn off interpreters.
Among interview participants, almost all expressed, in varying degrees, that 0.8 CEUs
was not a sufficient amount of training to ensure interpreters were proficient in working with
DeafBlind people. One endorsed interpreter said, “"I think eight hours is shameful.”, aligning
with the sentiments of a DeafBlind participant, “…eight hours is ridiculous…it is insulting to
me”. One DeafBlind person shared that they believe there is a lack of education within Michigan
DeafBlind communities, saying, “I also think that some DeafBlind don’t understand the
endorsement and what that really means”. In fact, two of the four DeafBlind participants were
not aware of the eight-hour over a four-year cycle training requirement and promptly responded
that it was inadequate. Another DeafBlind person and several interpreter participants
acknowledged the limitations of an eight-hour training requirement, but similar to survey
comments, thought it needed to be taken in perspective to all other continuing education
responsibilities interpreters have. Specifically, they mentioned interpreters who hold the two
other endorsements offered in Michigan, medical/mental health and legal. After their initial
attainment of the endorsement, 20 hours of training dedicated to each specialized area is required
in a four-year period. Those working in educational settings also require eight hours of dedicated
CEUs over four years (Mich. Administrative Code, 2014). Some endorsed interpreter
participants shared the view that the endorsement is a barrier to more interpreters working with
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DeafBlind people. One person described it as a form of systematic discrimination in that it
allowed for non-endorsed interpreters not to have to provide services to DeafBlind people. One
must also consider the possibility of the endorsement as a barrier to the number, but perhaps not
quality, of available interpreters when 38% of non-endorsed interpreters said they would
interpret with DeafBlind people if there was no endorsement required and an additional 30% of
participants responded “neutral” to the question.
Participants from all groups offered up a wide variety of approaches to modify the current
DeafBlind endorsement system. Some simply suggested increasing the number of CEUs
required, with one DeafBlind participant proposing 20 clock hours a year. Others preferred
having a robust requirement for attaining the endorsement initially, but then requiring fewer than
eight clock hours to maintain it over a renewing four-year cycle. Requiring the successful
completion of a college course, or two, specifically focused on interpreting with DeafBlind
people was advocated by a few participants. A few referenced the importance of considering
DeafBlind consumers throughout all interpreting courses; noting that all interpreting students
should be prepared to work with DeafBlind people. Lastly, one participant floated the idea of
requiring a formal mentorship between an interpreter and a DeafBlind person, not only as a way
to hone skills, but also to build a strong relationship to a DeafBlind community. The idea of
“relationship” was often cited as a primary reason individuals started and continue to work with
DeafBlind people and will be expanded on in the section “motivations and barriers for endorsed
interpreters”.
Motivations and barriers for non-endorsed interpreters
Both groups were asked direct questions regarding potential motivations and/or barriers
to working with DeafBlind people. Non-endorsed interpreters were asked to type a response to
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“The primary reason I do not currently work with DeafBlind consumers is…”. From the 74
responses, 31 identified not having the required endorsement, with the next most frequent theme
being no/lack of sufficient training cited by 29 respondents. Three out of four non-endorsed
interview participants mentioned a lack of access to training, either in geographic location,
timing during the week, and, most specifically, the type of training they believed would benefit
them most. One person described it like this, “Most of the DeafBlind workshops that I have been
to are very [redundant]13…from a practical standpoint, I feel like it's not meeting my needs as an
interpreter”.
Other notable themes in survey responses include respondents who primarily work in a
different line of interpreting (15), having discomfort in some way (5), and perceiving the work to
be physically or mentally exhausting (3). In an attempt to avoid priming the respondents with
answers, the electronic survey then contained a page break in which respondents pressed a
“continue” button and a new set of questions appeared. The first question allowed the respondent
to select as many choices as they wanted from a provided list responding to “Factors that impact
my decision to not currently work with DeafBlind consumers include: (select all that apply)”.
Figure 4.10 shows the percentage of the 81 respondents who selected a particular choice.

13

The bilingual participant spoke and signed “SAME SAME SAME SAME SAME”, a common ASL phrase interpreted to
mean “redundant” or “repetitive”.
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Figure 4.10. Q15: Factors that impact my decision to not currently work with DeafBlind
consumers include: (select all that apply) Non-endorsed interpreters (n=81)
These responses align with the open-ended responses spontaneously given in the previous
question, with insufficient training and the requirement of an endorsement being the
overwhelming factors identified as the top reasons for not engaging in work with DeafBlind
people. When you remove the unique factor of the required endorsement in Michigan, the results
mirror those of the DeafBlind Interpreting National Training and Resource Center (DBI) 2018
survey. When asking respondents who had never interpreted with DeafBlind individuals why
they had not done so, 76% indicated “no training in this specialty area” and 53% said “very few
DeafBlind individuals” in their area/state (DBI, 2018, p.17).
A closer look at the patterns of participants selection of multiple factors reveals
additional trends. In fact, out of 81 respondents, there were a total of 237 selections made,
resulting in an average of three selections per respondent. This means that it is unlikely that
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interpreters do not engage in DeafBlind interpreting for a sole reason, but rather it is a
combination of factors that impact their decision. For example, of respondents who selected
“No/insufficient training”, Figure 4.11 shows the frequency in which they selected additional
factors:
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Requires an endorsement
Little opportunity/few DeafBlind consumers in my…
Physical demands
My skills are in other areas
No need in my current employment
Feel intimidated
Uncomfortable with tactile communication
No financial incentive
Not interested/Tried before, didn't like
Scheduling conflicts/no time
Only selected "No/insufficient training"
Other:
% of Respondents

Figure 4.11. Other factors selected by non-endorsed respondents who selected
"no/insufficient training" (n=54)
Similarly, only 3 out of 41 respondents only selected “requires an endorsement” as the sole
factor for not currently working with DeafBlind consumers. With the exception of one
respondent who only selected “not interested/tried before, didn’t like”, all others selected at least
two other factors in addition to “not interested/tried before, didn’t like”. Within this group, over
half indicated discomfort with tactile communication, an issue that will be explored further in a
subsequent section.
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Motivations and barriers for endorsed interpreters
When endorsed interpreters were asked to provide a typed response to the prompt, “I got
into DeafBlind interpreting because…”, three major themes emerged. Equal number of
responses, 11 out of 47, contained some aspect of admiration for the “DeafBlind community”
and a perceived “need” for qualified interpreters to work with DeafBlind individuals. Interpreters
and all DeafBlind interview participants frequently referenced the former idea, using words like
“relationship”, “family”, “friendship”, and “love”. One DeafBlind individual said of interpreters,
“…they sort of become part of the community, and part of the family. Because that really is what
it is; the DeafBlind community is a big family”.
The issue of supply and demand of interpreters has already been discussed, but the idea
of “need” seems to signify nuanced layers of philosophical, ethical, and even moral positions.
Some view “need” through an equity lens, much like Jacobs (1997), noting that regardless of
vision status, interpreters are to serve the community. A DeafBlind participant echoed this
sentiment saying, “I don’t think there should be a preference, because you are providing the
same service”. Similarly, another interpreter used the term “social justice” to frame their view,
“If I have the capacity to make space for someone then I for some reason am compelled to do
so”. Another endorsed interpreter was transparent in saying, “Selfishly speaking…it’s nice to
feel purposeful in your job” and explained that there is a feeling of a distinctive “need” within
DeafBlind communities because the interpreting requires a unique skill set and it serves people
who have historically been oppression even within the larger signing community. The same
interpreter added, “I honestly feel lucky… to be able to be in that world”. Likewise, one nonendorsed interpreter said, “I find that DeafBlind clients are usually nicer…there is a different
level of appreciation that you feel.” Linked to the idea of DeafBlind communities being
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exceptional, interpreters used words like, “fascinating”, “most interesting”, and “a wonder” to
describe when effective communication had been achieved with and among DeafBlind people.
This setting apart was also expressed from a DeafBlind person, “There’s a compassion there.
[DeafBlind] can’t drive, can’t read their mail…they really are isolated”. Pivotally, these views of
“need” are not mutually exclusive, in that many commenters and interview participants
frequently expressed more than one.
The third theme that arose in survey data was some type of exposure to DeafBlind
interpreting. Ten respondents indicating a circumstance or individual outside the interpreter
training program (ITP) and six individuals citing the exposure during the ITP as significant to
them now working with DeafBlind people. Some of the latter comments, as well as the
previously mentioned interview data which almost exclusively indicates that it was not formal
education in DeafBlind interpreting during the ITP, but the engagement in a communitybased/hands-on practicum with DeafBlind individuals that constituted the exposure.
Endorsed survey participants were also asked about potential barriers to working with
DeafBlind people. The results only partly align with results from a question asked on the national
DBI survey (2018) to interpreters who had not worked in the past year with a DeafBlind
individual (see table 8).
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Table 8
Q45: “Factors that impact my decision to
DBI 2018: Reason for not interpreting for
decline assignments with DeafBlind consumers DeafBlind in the past year (n=160) (open
include: (select all that apply)” (n=58)
ended; upcoded, multiple responses)
Answer

% of
respondents
41%

% of
respondents
6%

Little opportunity/Few
DeafBlind consumers in my
area
Physical Demands

40%

42%

34%

6%

No/insufficient training

26%

19%

Feel intimidated
None
No need in my current
employment

9%
9%
7%

17%

Other:
Not interested
Uncomfortable with tactile
communication
No financial incentive
My skills are in other areas

7%
5%
3%

Scheduling conflicts/no time

6%
4%

Answer
Schedule conflict/other
issues
No opportunity to work with
DeafBlind in area/state
Feel like lack of physical
endurance
Feel like no skills or
experience/lack of training

Current position does not
require DeafBlind
interpreting
Other
Do not care for it

3%
2%
8%
4%
3%

I work in a different
field/I’m retired/semiretired
from interpreting
No credential for it
Partnered with Deaf
Interpreters (DIs or Certified
DIs)

The issue of low demand, phrased as “little opportunity”, corresponded almost identically, as
well as a high correspondence around the issue of training. However, there are large disparities
between the two surveys on the issue of “scheduling conflicts” and the physical demands of the
work.
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Tactile communication
Both groups exhibited trends related to tactile forms of communication, some of which
are potential barriers to working with DeafBlind people. In general, endorsed interpreters
reported higher levels of comfort with sustained touch than non-endorsed interpreters (see Table
9).
Table 9
Q 27 & Q59 - Please select which best describes you:
Answer
I am comfortable with sustained touch
I can tolerate sustained touch for a limited time
I do not like sustained touch

Endorsed
n=58
74%
26%
0%

Non-endorsed
n=77
48%
39%
13%

Additionally, 65% of endorsed interpreters said no factors would inhibit them from engaging in
tactile communication and none reported a “general feeling of discomfort with touch”. However,
specific factors that impacted an interpreter’s decision to not engage in tactile communication for
each group are reported in Table 10.
Table 10
Q28 & Q60 - Issues that impact my decision to NOT engage in tactile
communication include: (select all that apply)
Answer
Endorsed
Non-Endorsed
n=57
n=75
None, I would engage in tactile communication
65%
35%
Physical strain
37%
39%
Consumer hygiene
19%
36%
Other:
16%
5%
Personal medical condition
9%
7%
Concerns of inappropriate touching
5%
11%
General feeling of discomfort with touch
0%
31%
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Large majorities of both groups believe that at least some forms of DeafBlind interpreting are
more physically demanding (83% non-endorsed, 90% endorsed), with 67% of endorsed
interpreters using the “agree” as opposed to 22% using “somewhat agree”. When asked an openended follow up question, “The ways in which DeafBlind interpreting is physically demanding
are…” both groups mentioned “tactile” more frequently than any other theme. From 54 endorsed
respondents, 31 made some mention of tactile interpreting modality as being more physically
demanding, while 23 of 59 non-endorsed did the same. One respondent considered this to be
unequivocal, stating “Obviously tactile is more physically draining.” Specifically related to
tactile interpreting, both groups made considerable mention of the weight of a DeafBlind
person’s hands on an interpreter’s hands as increasing physical demand, sometimes referring to it
as a “heavy handed” consumer. Specific parts of the body were the next most frequently
referenced, with shoulders being the top response and back, neck and arms also being referenced
noticeably. Both groups of interpreters had 20 comments related to either positioning or modified
posture being a factor for increased physical demand. A smaller group of endorsed interpreters
mentioned small signing space (9) and tracking (7) as additional stressors, while non-endorsed
made note of small signing space (9) and touch (6). Most interview participants supported the
notion that tactile forms of interpreting are more physically taxing but, were also able to expand
on other ways interpreting with DeafBlind people may be demanding. These ideas are will be
discussed next.
DeafBlind interpreting “is harder”
The description of DeafBlind interpreting as incorporating modifications and additional
tasks (DBI, 2018; Frankel, 2002; Jacobs, 2005; Petronio, 2010; Raanes & Berge, 2016), or
compensatory methods as Edwards (2014) labels it, became apparent when participants
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discussed the demands of interpreting with DeafBlind people. Not unlike many others who
shared their opinion, one non-endorsed interpreter said, “So interpreting in the DeafBlind
community, to me, seems like it would be a lot more work, and a lot harder”. Most respondents
initially reference the physical stress of tactile communication discussed in the previous section.
Interpreters then went on to describe physical stress they experience in restricting the area in
which they sign for DeafBlind consumers receptively receiving language via residual vision or
from having to maintain posture outside of their typical procedure. On top of that, interpreters
described an increased cognitive load in having to consider additional tasks; “When I've done
DeafBlind interpreting, the needs are different and ... you have to be cognizant of so many other
factors”. Factors brought forth from participants included, but were not limited to; remembering
to restrict sign space, substitutions of signs that may be better perceived either tactilely or in a
restricted field, the pace of signing, conveying visual American Sign Language facial grammar
(non-manual markers) manually, and relaying environmental information manually. For many of
those that viewed these tasks as additional to the work they typically do with sighted-Deaf
consumers, they described the work as “harder”. Some interpreters framed it like one DeafBlind
person did, “There is so much more to DeafBlind interpreting than just interpreting the
message…it’s not harder, there’s just more involved”. Others highlighted the idea that engaging
in work that is outside their habitual work, or as one person said, “flow state”, is what caused the
feeling of increased complexity. Some suggested, “I think it's probably me and poor habits that I
either…work into as I'm going or just forget to correct myself.”, while another said, "No, I
honestly don't think it is harder, I think it just requires training”.
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Interpreter skill level
Lastly, both groups of interpreters were asked to evaluate their level of skill for
interpreting with DeafBlind consumers using a subjective labeling system:
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Basic

Intermediate

Non-endorsed

Master

I don't know, I have never
interpreted for DeafBlind
individuals

Endorsed

Figure 4.12. Self-reported skill level for interpreting with DeafBlind individuals
The 2018 DBI study used more precise labels, shown in Table 11.
Table 11
Level of DeafBlind Interpreter Skills
(Base: Have interpreted for DeafBlind) (n=667)
Novice: New or inexperienced in DeafBlind interpreting field
Intermediate: Transitional; in-between novice and proficient. Emerging.
Proficient: Comprehensive skills and knowledge in field of DeafBlind
interpreting

19%
41%
40%

The DBI study notes that a greater number of respondents (53%) from RID Region III, which
includes Michigan, rated themselves as proficient (2018). The more precise labeling system
likely provides greater consistency in responses, especially considering the difference between
the labels used at the top of each scale; master verses proficient. However, the data collected in
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the Michigan survey may give insight on what consumers should understand the endorsement to
mean. Much like other forms of certification, the DeafBlind endorsement is likely to show the
achievement of at least the minimum of skills necessary to work with DeafBlind people, rather
than signal an individual’s mastery of the particular skill set. This aligns with the perception that
the eight-hour continuing education unit requirement to qualify for the endorsement is a
relatively low bar.
Statements from DeafBlind participants support the idea of minimal qualification.
Discussed earlier, DeafBlind people felt they had to be more flexible with their interpreters and
educate them even during service provision. One participant stated “unfortunately, most
[Michigan interpreters] have not been good”, and another said, “there are not many really good
interpreters”. The other respondents expressed an overall satisfaction with interpreters, even
though both have had negative experiences. One enthusiastically expressed that the quality of
interpreters has improved over time.
Factors that made for an outstanding interpreting experience, varied for each respondent,
but included; interpreter flexibility, fluent expressive and receptive ASL skills, fluent in
protactile, use of haptic, empathy, and DeafBlind cultural competency. One participant noted that
when they have an outstanding interpreter they feel “empowered”. Another participant put it this
way, “I usually miss some things, but this particular experience I was able to focus completely
on the interpreter…I didn’t have to explain everything. They just somehow just knew exactly
what I needed…and it was perfect”.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Results from data collected via survey and interviews outline the current status of
DeafBlind interpreting in Michigan. Comparing the demographic information collected during
the survey to previously published statistics shows the data set collected here is representative of
the interpreting field in Michigan. This, along with the intentional research design of only
including Michigan residents, means the results have a high degree of validity. Several key
findings point to motivations and barriers among qualified Michigan interpreters as it relates to
working with DeafBlind people.
Among all demographics measured, only interpreters who self-identified as African
American/Black and biracial/multiracial showed a noticeable trend towards not holding the
DeafBlind endorsement. Six of the seven African America/Black respondents and both
biracial/multiracial14 respondents were not endorsed. Although proportionately, these sample
sizes are likely representative of the population of qualified interpreters in Michigan, the low
overall numbers gives the researcher pause to generalize the outcome. At minimum, it
emphasizes the need for targeted research to be conducted among interpreters who identify as
African American/Black and biracial/multiracial in order to understand the circumstances, some
of which may be unique, impacting their decisions to work with DeafBlind people.
It is unlikely that there is a single factor for interpreters, as a whole or for an individual,
which impacts their decision to not work with DeafBlind people. Perception within the
interpreting and DeafBlind communities, as reported in interview data, is that an aversion to
touch and/or being in close proximity constitutes the primary driving force to not engage in

14

Participants were given the option to further specify identities with which they associated. Both participants
elected not to do so and so the researcher makes no assumption that these individuals would follow the same trend
as any other racial group.
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DeafBlind interpreting. An overwhelming majority of both interpreters and DeafBlind people
pointed to touch as a barrier and frequently referenced personal interactions in which people
indicated a discomfort by using phrases like, “yeah, I don’t want to do that touching thing”.
However, when given the opportunity to select factors that impact their decision, non-endorsed
interpreters selected a varied combination of three factors on average. Discomfort with tactile
communication was only cited by 12% of non-endorsed interpreters and each one of these
respondents selected at least two additional factors. While anonymity in survey participation
allows for increased willingness to respond, there remains the possibility that respondents did not
wish to reveal a discomfort with touch or that they may not be fully conscious of the degree in
which touch influences their decision making. The apparent conflict between survey data and
interview data around the impact of touch positions it as a topic rich for additional inquiry. The
fact that participants cited multiple factors as impacting their decision to not engage in work with
DeafBlind people means that any future interventions to increase the number or range of
interpreters willing to work with DeafBlind people would have to be multi-pronged.
Training, or the lack thereof, was by far the most referenced theme. Majorities in both
groups perceived a lack of available training opportunities and “no/insufficient training” was the
most selected factor (65%) among non-endorsed interpreters as to why they do not currently
work with DeafBlind consumers. DeafBlind participants also expressed a perception of limited
training options available to Michigan interpreters. Survey and interview data from both groups
of interpreters signaled an appetite to engage in more, complex, and setting-specific training.
Some experienced non-endorsed interpreters even alluded to the lack of training beyond basic
orientation as a substantial factor in not currently working with DeafBlind people. There was a
high the level of interest in learning more about protactile and haptic. Data collected makes it
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clear that there is not widespread knowledge regarding either topic, but more markedly
protactile. DeafBlind participants also indicated that their experience with interpreters in
Michigan has been that very few, if any, are proficient protactile users.
The level of exposure during an interpreter’s formal training program did not show a
consistent correlation in determining whether or not an interpreter went on to work with
DeafBlind consumers, in that proportionally, more non-endorsed interpreters had some form of
exposure during the ITP than endorsed interpreters. Instead, a frequent primary motivation
among interpreters who work with DeafBlind people was having formed a relationship with a
DeafBlind person, whether it was before, during, or after their ITP. Certainly, additional research
into the curriculum ITPs use regarding DeafBlind interpreting should take place and can be
referenced against Myers (2001) and Hecker-Cain, Morrow & Frantz (2008).
The issues of ITP curriculum and increasing the availability of advanced professional
development focused on working with DeafBlind people, raises the question of who is qualified
to provide such trainings and in what format should they be conducted? DeafBlind participants
indicated the desire that DeafBlind people, or DeafBlind and interpreter teams, train interpreters.
However, they also recognized this may impact the availability of trainings due to a potentially
limited pool of DeafBlind trainers who likely do not work as interpreter trainers full-time. The
DeafBlind Interpreting National Training & Resource Center (DBI, 2018) also found that
DeafBlind respondents emphasized the importance of DeafBlind-led instruction, as well as
Erlenkamp’s et al. (2011) work advocating for DeafBlind instructors employed in interpreter
training programs. One DeafBlind participant shared that they believed entities in Michigan have
historically discriminated against DeafBlind trainers by compensating less even though they
routinely bring in presenters from out-of-state at great expense. Future inquiry should examine
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how to bolster opportunities for DeafBlind-led trainings and increase the employment of
DeafBlind instructors in interpreter training programs.
A potential barrier for all interpreters is the reported physical demand of working with
DeafBlind people; in particular, tactile forms of communication. Research and training regarding
ergonomic sustainability could alleviate some of this concern, but perception persists that other
aspects of interpreting with DeafBlind people increase difficulty. Better understanding the
physical, cognitive, and emotional demands of interpreters can lead to process models, like
Jacobs’ (2005), and new frameworks that allow for more efficient operation.
The study also provides insight into the supply and demand of DeafBlind interpreting in
Michigan and can shape future research. Across the board, the overwhelming majority of
participants perceive there to be a deficit in the number of interpreters holding a DeafBlind
endorsement, if not the total number of qualified interpreters in general. Some survey data may
actually point to a lower demand, in that 82% of endorsed interpreters reported only having
between zero and three interpreting assignments with DeafBlind consumers a month.
Additionally, the top two reasons endorsed interpreters indicated as impacting their ability to
work with DeafBlind people were “scheduling conflicts/no time” (41%) and “little
opportunity/few DeafBlind in my area” (40%). While this data set and the publicly available
listing of all qualified interpreters contain geographic data, there is insufficient data regarding the
number and location of DeafBlind Michiganders who work with interpreters. Future research
could attempt to leverage data from interpreter referral agencies regarding the number of
DeafBlind consumers, the frequency of assignments they fill with DeafBlind consumers, and
their experiences trying to fill those assignments. These inquiries should include exploring the
scheduling practices used to pair interpreters with DeafBlind consumers.
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Supply and demand may be further impacted by economic factors regarding
compensation of interpreters. Even though both groups of interpreters believe those working
with DeafBlind people should earn an average of 5-10 dollars per hour more, the majority of
endorsed interpreters (60%) reported earning the same per hour regardless of the consumer.
Moreover, interpreters, endorsed and not, believe that working with DeafBlind people does not
offer the ability to work more billable hours of employment. Combined with the additional
financial cost of maintaining the endorsement, interpreters may not be incentivized to engage in
this specific work.
One interview participant framed not only the lack of economic incentives but also the
motivations of many interpreters this way:
I didn’t need to do DeafBlind interpreting…to fill my schedule, pay my bills and run my
business in a way that works for me…but I think it’s important to the Deaf community
for me to have that endorsement as availability to the community.
An affection for DeafBlind people as well as layered perception of a distinct “need” draws and
keeps many interpreters working within DeafBlind communities. Critical analysis is needed to
better understand the philosophical, ethical and moral ideas that underpin individuals’ view of
the “need” they are fulfilling. This analysis should happen both academically and among the
interpreting community, always in consultation with DeafBlind people. Most notably though, the
finding here indicates that if the field of interpreting is interested in increasing the number of
interpreters who work with DeafBlind people, fostering opportunities in which students or
practitioners can form relationships with DeafBlind people is valuable.
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Chapter 6: Limitations of study
The research design intentionally limited the scope of this study to the state of Michigan
in order to increase validity and reliability in identifying factors that impact interpreters in the
state. While this may mean that the ability to apply results from this study to other states is
limited, comparative analysis to the national survey conducted by the DeafBlind Interpreting
National Training & Resource Center (DBI), shows common themes between the two data sets.
Additional research could be modeled from the current study’s approach to examine other state’s
specific conditions that may impact interpreters likelihood of working with DeafBlind
individuals or to inquire into a specific aspect of this study’s findings.
The study’s limited scope of qualified Michigan interpreters currently residing in the state
also inhibited the inclusion of Certified Deaf Interpreters (CDIs), as at the time of the study, no
CDIs reside in the state. Research examining the work of CDIs with DeafBlind individuals is
needed and could be analyzed against the results found here.
The onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and the resulting government issued “stay-at-home”
orders, impacted part of the data collection phase of this research. Perhaps most acutely, it
prevented the researcher’s ability to meet in-person with interview participants. This presents a
significant limitation in regard to research with DeafBlind individuals whose primary mode of
communication is by tactile means. While some DeafBlind participants in this study do use
various forms of tactile communication or tactile language, interviews for this study were
conducted in visual American Sign Language or Spoken English. Future research should be
intentional about the inclusion of diverse DeafBlind participation, not only in terms of language
use, but other demographics as well.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Survey Recruitment Email
Hi,
My name is Mitch and I’m a graduate student at St. Catherine University studying Interpreting
Studies and Communication Equity. I’m also a proud Michigan interpreter who is hoping you
will assist me in my research exploring the Michigan interpreting community.
Your participation in this phase would only require the completion of an anonymous online
survey (10 minutes). The survey is primarily multiple-choice and is geared towards all qualified
Michigan interpreters.
If you are willing to help advance the interpreting field in Michigan, please consider using the
link below to complete this short survey.
http://stkate.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_1HYM8duZubUlDrT
Thanks,
Mitch
Mitchell Holaly, BEI III & NIC
Master of Arts in Interpreting and Communication Equity Student
St. Catherine University
Mlholaly942@stkate.edu
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Appendix B: Social Media Survey Recruitment – Interpreters
Survey Link: http://stkate.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_1HYM8duZubUlDrT
Image Description15: Two brown outlines of hands shaped like the upper and lower peninsulas of
Michigan are placed on top of a green illustration of the state of Michigan. The state is on top of
a tan and blue background representing coastal beaches and water. Along the bottom of flier (left
to right): purple and white rose window logo of St. Catherine University. Mitch Holaly,
mlholaly942@stkate.edu. Artwork by Amy Docter, adbluelover.7@gmail.com.
Text reads:
Qualified Michigan Interpreters…are you willing to complete a 10-minute survey to help a
graduate student and colleague? Click the link below to find out more. Survey link:
http://stkate.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_1HYM8duZubUlDrT

15

Image descriptions are used to provide a written description of a visual image so individuals may access the
information from the image in a non-visual format (i.e. auditory screen reader, Braille display, etc.). Image
descriptions are commonly used within the DeafBlind community.
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Appendix C: Survey Questions
Interpreting with DeafBlind People in Michigan
Hello,
My name is Mitch Holaly and I am thrilled that you are considering participating in my research
study: Interpreting with DeafBlind People in Michigan. The study aims to better understand why
some interpreters work with DeafBlind individuals, while others don’t. This phase consists of an
anonymous online survey that is estimated to take only 10 minutes.
Important things you should know:
o Participation is voluntary and you can opt-out at any point prior to submitting the survey
o Survey submissions are anonymous
o Data will be stored using password protected software accessible only by the researcher
and his advisors
o A summary of results will be shared during one-on-one interviews with interpreters and
DeafBlind individuals during the second phase of the research project
o You must be a qualified interpreter (registered with the Michigan Department of
Licensing and Regulatory Affairs) living in Michigan to participate
If you are a qualified interpreter living in Michigan and consent to the terms above, please
select “I consent” below and press the “Next” button to get started!
Thanks,
Mitch
Master of Arts in Interpreting and Communication Equity Student
St. Catherine University
Mlholaly942@stkate.edu
Questions or concerns may also be directed to the St. Catherine Institutional Review Board
Chair:
John Schmitt, PT, PhD,
651.690.7739
jsschmitt@stkate.edu

o "I consent"
o "I do not consent"
Skip To: End of Survey If Click to write the question text = "I do not consent"
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Page Break
Q1 Michigan county where you currently live:
▼ I don't live in Michigan ... Wexford
Skip To: End of Survey If Michigan county where you currently live: = I don't live in Michigan
Page Break
Demographics
Representation matters. Demographic data is collected so the researcher can identify if the
results represent a diverse set of perspectives. Data may also be analyzed in relation to these
factors to examine for trends. Final reports will only include aggregate data and will not include
individual identifying information.
Q2 Age

o 18 - 24
o 25 - 34
o 35-44
o 45 - 54
o 55 - 64
o 65 - 74
o 75 +
o Prefer not to answer
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Q3 Gender Identity

o Female
o Male
o Non-binary
o Self-Identify: ________________________________________________
o Prefer not to answer
Q4 Race or ethnicity (select all that apply)

o African American/Black
o Arab
o Asian
o Biracial/multiracial
(specify if desired)
________________________________________________
o Latinx
o Native American or Alaskan Native
o Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
o White
o Self-identify: ________________________________________________
o Prefer not to answer

Q5 Are you a heritage signer/child of a Deaf adult (CODA)/Deaf-parented interpreter?

o Yes
o No
o Prefer not to answer
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Q6 Educational background (select highest completed)

o High school diploma/GED
o Specialized certificate from a post-secondary institution
o Associates degree
o Bachelors degree
o Masters degree
o Ph. D.
o Other: ________________________________________________
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Q7 How many years have you been interpreting?

o 0-5 years
o 6-10 years
o 11-15 years
o 16-20 years
o 20+ years
Q8 Certifications you currently hold (select all that apply)

o BEI 1
o BEI 2
o BEI 3
o CSC
o MCSC
o CI
o CT
o IC
o TC
o NIC (NIC, NIC Advanced, NIC Master)
o CDI
o PDIC
o NAD 3
o NAD 4
o NAD 5
o EIPA (specify score) ________________________________________________
o No current certifications
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Skip To: End of Survey If Certifications you currently hold (select all that apply) = No current
certifications
Q10 Educational interpreting qualifications you currently hold through the state of Michigan

o Elementary
o Secondary
Q9 Michigan interpreting endorsements you currently hold (select all that apply)

o Medical/Mental Health
o Legal
o DeafBlind
Skip To: End of Block If Michigan interpreting endorsements you currently hold (select all that
apply) = DeafBlind
Q11 Please rank the top four settings where you work most frequently (1 being the most frequent
setting you work) (Drag items to move them)
Most frequent work
______ Educational (elementary or secondary)
______ College/University
______ VRS
______ VRI
______ Medical
______ Mental Health
______ Legal
______ Business
______ Governmental
______ Vocational Rehabilitation
______ Other:
______ Other:
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Page Break
Q12 Based on any training or previous experience, how would you rate your skill level for
interpreting with DeafBlind consumers?

o I don’t know, I have never interpreted for DeafBlind individuals
o Basic
o Intermediate
o Master
Q13 Please select methods of DeafBlind interpreting you have experience with: (select all that
apply)

o Restricted field/close vision
o Distance vision
o Tactile
o Protactile
o Tracking
o Tadoma
o Print-on-palm
o Other: ________________________________________________
o Other: ________________________________________________
o None

Q14 The primary reason I do not currently work with DeafBlind consumers is…
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Page Break
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Q15 Factors that impact my decision to not currently work with DeafBlind consumers include:
(select all that apply)

o No/insufficient training
o Little opportunity/few DeafBlind consumers in my area
o Physical demands
o Uncomfortable with tactile communication
o Not interested/Tried before, didn't like
o Requires an endorsement
o No need in my current employment
o Scheduling conflicts/no time
o Feel intimidated
o My skills are in other areas
o No financial incentive
o Other: ________________________________________________
Q16 The Interpreter Training Program (ITP) I attended offered:

o A specialized minor in DeafBlind interpreting
o Multiple courses specifically in DeafBlind interpreting
o A single specialized course in DeafBlind interpreting
o A special seminar/series of workshops in DeafBlind interpreting
o Discussed DeafBlind interpreting in class(es) focused on other topics
o Never discussed DeafBlind interpreting
o I did not attend an ITP
o Other: ________________________________________________
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Q17 I have had other training in the form of: (select all that apply)

o In-person workshops
o Tutoring/mentoring
o Internship/induction
o Online trainings
o Other: ________________________________________________
o I have not had training in DeafBlind interpreting
Q18 The training I think I would need to be able to interpret with DeafBlind consumers
would include:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q19 In the past 4 years, how many different DeafBlind interpreting trainings have you been
aware of?
________________________________________________________________
Q20 There is ample training available for DeafBlind interpreting.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
o I don’t know what is available
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Q21 If there was training readily available regarding DeafBlind interpreting, I would definitely
participate in it.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
o Not sure (explain): ________________________________________________
Page Break
Q22 I estimate there are ____ DeafBlind individuals in my county who utilize interpreting
services.
Q23 There are already plenty of DeafBind endorsed interpreters in my area to meet the demand.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
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Q24 It’s not worth my time/effort/financial investments to focus on becoming qualified to
interpret with DeafBlind consumers.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
Q25 At least some forms of DeafBlind interpreting are more physically demanding than
interpreting I currently do.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
Q26 The ways in which DeafBlind interpreting is physically demanding are…
________________________________________________________________
Q27 Please select which best describes you:

o I am comfortable with sustained touch
o I can tolerate sustained touch for a limited time
o I do not like sustained touch
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Q28 Issues that impact my decision to NOT engage in tactile communication include: (select all
that apply)

o Consumer hygiene
o General feeling of discomfort with touch
o Personal medical condition
o Concerns of inappropriate touching
o Physical strain
o Other: ________________________________________________
o None, I would engage in tactile communication
Page Break
Q29 I would interpret with DeafBlind consumers if it did not require a state of Michigan
endorsement.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
Q30 The cost of maintaining a DeafBlind endorsement (state application and continuing
education units) is…

o Too expensive
o Somewhat expensive
o Neutral
o Somewhat inexpensive
o Inexpensive
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Q31 The current number of CEUs required to maintain a DeafBlind endorsement (0.8 CEUs over
4 years) is…

o Too many
o A little high
o Appropriate
o A little low
o Way too low
Q32 Please use this area if you have any additional comments about the Michigan DeafBlind
endorsement.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Page Break
Q33 Please select the option that best describes your current employment status:

o Independent Contractor/Self-employed
o Part-time employee
o Full-time employee
Q34 Please select all statements that apply to your current employment situation:

o There are no DeafBlind consumers
o Interpreting co-workers accommodate DeafBlind consumers
o Other
forms of accommodations outside of interpreters are regularly used with DeafBlind
consumers (e.g. CART, assistive listening devices, etc.)
o Other: ________________________________________________
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Q35 If I were to leave my current place of employment, I would likely start interpreting with
DeafBlind consumers.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
Q36 If my current place of employment started to have DeafBlind consumers regularly, I would
get a DeafBlind endorsement.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
Q37 I would be able to work more hours per month if I had a DeafBlind endorsement.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
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Q38 Compared to interpreting with Deaf/Hard-of Hearing consumers, interpreters working with
DeafBlind consumers in Michigan earn…

o A lot more per hour
o A little more per hour
o The same per hour
o A little less per hour
o A lot less per hour
o I have no idea
Q39 Roughly, how much more per hour would you want to earn to do DeafBlind interpreting?

o Dollar amount: ________________________________________________
o The hourly rate would not matter, I would still not interpret.
Skip To: End of Survey If Roughly, how much more per hour would you want to earn to do
DeafBlind interpreting? = Dollar amount:
Skip To: End of Survey If Roughly, how much more per hour would you want to earn to do
DeafBlind interpreting? = The hourly rate would not matter, I would still not interpret.
End of Block: Default Question Block
Start of Block: Block - DB Endorsed
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Q43 How would you rate your skill level for interpreting with DeafBlind consumers?

o Basic
o Intermediate
o Master
Q44 Please select methods of DeafBlind interpreting you have experience with: (select all that
apply)

o Restricted field/close vision
o Distance vision
o Tactile
o Protactile
o Tracking
o Tadoma
o Print-on-palm
o Haptic/Touch signals
o Other: ________________________________________________

Q45 Factors that impact my decision to decline assignments with DeafBlind consumers include:
(select all that apply)

o No/insufficient training
o Little opportunity/Few DeafBlind consumers in my area
o Physical Demands
o Uncomfortable with tactile communication
o Not interested
o No need in my current employment
o Scheduling conflicts/no time
o Feel intimidated
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o My skills are in other areas
o No financial incentive
o Other: ________________________________________________
o None
Q46 I got into DeafBlind interpreting because…
________________________________________________________________
Page Break
Q47 The Interpreter Training Program (ITP) I attended offered:

o A specialized minor in DeafBlind interpreting
o Multiple courses specifically in DeafBlind interpreting
o A single specialized course in DeafBlind interpreting
o A special seminar/series of workshops in DeafBlind interpreting
o Discussed DeafBlind interpreting in class(es) focused on other topics
o Never discussed DeafBlind interpreting
o I did not attend an ITP
o Other: ________________________________________________
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Q48 I have had other DeafBlind interpreting training in the form of: (select all that apply)

o In-person workshops
o Tutoring/mentoring
o Internship/Induction
o Online trainings
o Trainings outside the state of Michigan
o DeafBlind led trainings
o Other: ________________________________________________
o I have not had training in DeafBlind interpreting

Q49 Additional training I think I need regarding interpreting with DeafBlind consumers would
include:
________________________________________________________________
Q50 In the past 4 years, how many different DeafBlind interpreting trainings have you been
aware of?
________________________________________________________________
Page Break
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Please indicate your level of agreement for the following statements:
Q51 There is ample training available for DeafBlind interpreting.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
o I don’t know what is available
Q53 If there was more training readily available regarding DeafBlind interpreting, I would
definitely participate in it.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
o Not sure: (Explain in textbox)

________________________________________________
Q54 There are plenty of DeafBlind endorsed interpreters in my area to meet the demand.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
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Q55 It’s worth my time/effort/financial investments to focus on becoming qualified to interpret
with DeafBlind consumers.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
Q56 At least some forms of DeafBlind interpreting are more physically demanding than
interpreting I currently do.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
Q58 The ways in which DeafBlind interpreting is physically demanding are…

o (Type response) ________________________________________________
o I don’t believe DeafBlind interpreting is physically demanding
Q57 I estimate there are ____ DeafBlind individuals in my county who utilize interpreting
services.
Page Break
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Q59 Please select which best describes you:

o I am comfortable with sustained touch
o I can tolerate sustained touch for a limited time
o I do not like sustained touch
Q60 Issues that impact my decision to NOT engage in tactile communication include: (select all
that apply)

o Consumer hygiene
o General feeling of discomfort with touch
o Personal medical condition
o Concerns of inappropriate touching
o Physical strain
o Other: ________________________________________________
o Other: ________________________________________________
o None, I would engage in tactile communication

Q61 I support the idea of interpreters being required to have a state of Michigan endorsement to
work with DeafBlind consumers.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
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Q62 The cost of maintaining a DeafBlind endorsement (state application and continuing
education units) is…

o Too expensive
o Somewhat expensive
o Neutral
o Somewhat inexpensive
o Inexpensive
Q63 The current number of CEUs required to maintain a DeafBlind endorsement (0.8 CEUs over
4 years) is…

o Too many
o A little high
o Appropriate
o A little low
o Way too low
Q64 Please use this area if you have any additional comments about the Michigan DeafBlind
endorsement.
________________________________________________________________
Page Break
Q65 Please select the option that best describes your current employment status:

o Independent Contractor/Self-employed
o Part-time employee
o Full-time employee
Q66 In one month, how many times do you interpret with DeafBlind people?
________________________________________________________________
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Q67 I am able to work more hours per month because I have a DeafBlind endorsement.

o Agree
o Somewhat agree
o Neutral
o Somewhat disagree
o Disagree
Q68 Compared to interpreting with Deaf/Hard-of Hearing consumers, when I work with
DeafBlind consumers in Michigan I earn…

o A lot more per hour
o A little more per hour
o The same per hour
o A little less per hour
o A lot less per hour
o I have no idea
Q69 Roughly, how much more per hour do you think an interpreter should earn to do DeafBlind
interpreting?
________________________________________________________________
End of Block: Block - DB Endorsed
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Appendix D: Interview Recruitment Email - Interpreters
Hi,
I wanted to thank the Michigan interpreting community for your overwhelming participation in
my research* survey and invite you to participate in phase two, a one-on-one interview (online or
in-person).
I’m looking for qualified Michigan interpreters willing to share their experience either as
someone who does or does not work with DeafBlind individuals.
If you are interested or have questions, please contact me at mlholaly942@stkate.edu.
Thanks,
Mitch
Mitchell Holaly, BEI III & NIC
Master of Arts in Interpreting and Communication Equity Student
St. Catherine University
Mlholaly942@stkate.edu
*This research is being conducted as part of St. Catherine University’s Master of Arts in
Interpreting Studies and Communication Equity program and has been approved by the IRB
(#1336).
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Appendix E: Social Media Interview Recruitment – Interpreters
LINK: https://forms.gle/AXVtzBwUgNfNgTwC9
Image Description: Two brown outlines of hands shaped like the upper and lower peninsulas of
Michigan are placed on top of a green illustration of the state of Michigan. The state is on top of
a tan and blue background representing coastal beaches and water. Along the bottom of flier (left
to right): purple and white rose window logo of St. Catherine University. Mitch Holaly,
mlholaly942@stkate.edu. Artwork by Amy Docter, adbluelover.7@gmail.com.
Text reads:
Phase 2. Qualified Michigan Interpreters…are you willing to share your experience and
knowledge with a Michigan graduate student? Click the link below to find out more
LINK: https://forms.gle/AXVtzBwUgNfNgTwC9
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Appendix F: Interview Recruitment Email – DeafBlind participants
ASL Version: https://youtu.be/kgzuamX4kFk
Hi,
It’s Mitch, one of the platform interpreters from DeafBlind Workshop. Some of you may know
that I’m a graduate student conducting research about DeafBlind interpreting in Michigan for my
thesis.
I’m looking for DeafBlind people who would be willing to participate in a one-on-one interview
with me about your experiences with interpreters.
If you are interested or willing please contact me at mlholaly942@stkate.edu.
Thanks,
Mitch
Mitchell Holaly, BEI III & NIC
Master of Arts in Interpreting and Communication Equity Student
St. Catherine University
Mlholaly942@stkate.edu
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Appendix G: Social Media Interview Recruitment – DeafBlind participant
Image Description: Two brown outlines of hands shaped like the upper and lower peninsulas of
Michigan are placed on top of a green illustration of the state of Michigan. The state is on top of
a tan and blue background representing coastal beaches and water. Along the bottom of flier (left
to right): Purple and white rose window logo of St. Catherine University. Mitch Holaly,
mlholaly942@stkate.edu, Artwork by Amy Docter, adbluelover.7@gmail.com.
Text reads:
Phase 2. DeafBlind Michiganders…are you willing to share your experiences about interpreters?
Mitch, an interpreter and graduate student, is researching DeafBlind interpreting in Michigan.
You can help by contacting him at mlholaly942@stkate.edu or clicking the link below.
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Appendix H: Conditions & Consent Email for Interview
Hi!
Thank you for showing interest in participating in my research study: Interpreting with
DeafBlind People in Michigan. The study aims to better understand why some interpreters work
with DeafBlind individuals, while others don’t, as well as learning more about the experiences
DeafBlind people have with interpreters. I would love the opportunity to schedule either an inperson or virtual one-on-one interview that should take less than 90 minutes.
Important things you should know:
• Participation is voluntary and you can opt-out at any point prior to the publication of
research findings simply by notifying the researcher (Mitch) of your decision. Your
decision of whether or not to participate will have no negative or positive impact on
your relationship with St. Catherine University, nor with any of the students or faculty
involved in the research.
• Your identity will only be known to the researcher. Any identifying information will not
appear in final reporting.
• The interview will be video-recorded and then transcribed. Interview video-recordings
will not appear in any reporting.
There are no foreseeable risks to your participation, and while you won’t receive any direct
benefit from participating, data collected may help our field to support interpreters and the
DeafBlind community.
If you are willing to set up an interview, please reply to this email and let me know, “I consent to
video recording” and one of the following options:
• The researcher can confidentially maintain the video-recording for future research
purposes related to the subjects of interpreting and DeafBlind people. Only the
researcher and/or his co-investigators will have access to these recordings and they will
never be available for public consumption.
• The researcher can confidentially maintain the video-recording only for this research
project and should destroy the recording no later than June 30, 2020.
Please feel free to let me know if you have any questions,
Mitch
Mitchell Holaly, Principal Researcher
BEI III & NIC
Master of Arts in Interpreting and Communication Equity Student
St. Catherine University
Mlholaly942@stkate.edu

